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(54) RANDOM ACCESS METHOD AND DEVICE

(57) Embodiments of this application provide a ran-
dom access method and an apparatus. The method in-
cludes: receiving SUL configuration information, where
the SUL configuration information includes at least one
first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one
SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first
SSB; and further, determining, based on a downlink
measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one
SUL selection threshold, a carrier resource used for ran-
dom access, and performing random access on the de-
termined carrier resource, where the carrier resource in-
cludes one of the at least one first SUL resource or in-
cludes a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first
SSB. In the embodiments of this application, an appro-
priate resource can be selected from a non-SUL resource
and at least one SUL resource to perform random access,
thereby improving random access efficiency of a com-
munications system.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201810045492.4, filed with the Chinese Patent
Office on January 17, 2018 and entitled "RANDOM ACCESS METHOD AND APPARATUS", which is incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This application relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a random access
method and an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0003] With development of network technologies, in 5th generation mobile communication (the 5th generation, 5G)
new radio (new radio, NR) standardization work, NR supports frequency bands from below 6 GHz to 60 GHz. Generally,
frequency bands below 3 GHz are mainly used for long term evolution (long term evolution, LTE) carrier deployment,
and frequency bands above 3 GHz are mainly used for NR carrier deployment.
[0004] During actual use, to fully utilize uplink resources on LTE carriers, NR uplink transmission and LTE uplink
transmission can share an uplink resource on an LTE carrier. The uplink resource on the LTE carrier that can be shared
for NR uplink transmission may be referred to as a supplementary uplink (supplementary uplink, SUL) resource of an
NR carrier, and the NR carrier may be referred to as a non-SUL resource. Therefore, how to improve random access
efficiency of a communications system by using an SUL resource or a non-SUL resource needs an urgent solution.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of this application provide a random access method and an apparatus, so as to select an appro-
priate resource from a non-SUL resource and at least one SUL resource to perform random access, thereby improving
random access efficiency of a communications system.
[0006] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a random access method, including:

receiving SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information includes at least one first supple-
mentary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB;
determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold,
a carrier resource used for random access, where the carrier resource includes one of the at least one first SUL
resource or includes a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
performing random access on the determined carrier resource.

[0007] In the random access method embodiment provided in the first aspect, the SUL configuration information is
received, where the SUL configuration information includes the at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource
and the at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to the first SSB. Further, the carrier resource used
for random access is determined based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL
selection threshold, and random access is performed on the determined carrier resource, where the carrier resource
includes one of the at least one first SUL resource or includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. It
can be learned that, in the embodiments of this application, an appropriate resource can be selected from the non-SUL
resource and the at least one SUL resource to perform random access, thereby improving random access efficiency of
a communications system of LTE-NR cosite deployment and/or LTE-NR non-cosite deployment.
[0008] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes one first SUL resource corresponding
to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, the determining, based on a downlink
measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold, a carrier resource used for random
access includes:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access includes the one first SUL resource corresponding to the
first SSB.

[0009] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N1 first SUL resources corresponding
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to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, where N1 is an integer greater than or
equal to 2,
the determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold,
a carrier resource used for random access includes:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the first SSB, determining, based on access priority information, that the carrier resource used for random access
includes a second SUL resource in the N1 first SUL resources, where
the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N1 first SUL resources, and an
access priority of the second SUL resource is higher than a priority of a first SUL resource of the N1 first SUL
resources other than the second SUL resource.

[0010] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N2 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and N3 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N2 and N3 are integers greater
than or equal to 2, and one of the N2 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N3 SUL selection thresholds,
the determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold,
a carrier resource used for random access includes:

determining a third SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources based on access priority information, where the
access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N2 first SUL resources, and an access
priority of the third SUL resource is higher than a priority of an SUL resource of the N2 first SUL resources other
than the third SUL resource; and
determining, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and an SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access, where the carrier resource includes
the third SUL resource or includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB.

[0011] In a possible implementation, the determining, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and
an SUL selection threshold corresponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the
third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the third SUL resource.

[0012] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N4 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and N4 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N4 is an integer greater than or
equal to 2, and one of the N4 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N4 SUL selection thresholds; and
the determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold,
a carrier resource used for random access includes:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a fourth
SUL resource and is greater than or equal to a selection threshold corresponding to a fifth SUL resource, the carrier
resource used for random access includes the fourth SUL resource, where the fourth SUL resource and the fifth
SUL resource are included in the N4 first SUL resources;
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a sixth
SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the sixth SUL resource, where the SUL selection
threshold corresponding to the sixth SUL resource is a smallest value of the N4 SUL selection thresholds; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to an SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to a seventh SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource,
where the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the seventh SUL resource is a largest value of the N4 SUL
selection thresholds.

[0013] In a possible implementation, if the carrier resource used for random access includes the one of the at least
one first SUL resource, the method further includes:

receiving a downlink reference signal based on configuration information of the downlink reference signal corre-
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sponding to the first SUL resource; and
determining an uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal,
where the uplink transmit power is used for performing random access.

[0014] In a possible implementation, the SUL configuration information further includes the configuration information
of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource. In the random access method embodiment
provided in this solution, the downlink reference signal is received based on the configuration information of the downlink
reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource, and the uplink transmit power used for performing random
access is determined based on the downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal, so as to perform,
based on the uplink transmit power, random access to a network device that sends the downlink reference signal. It can
be learned that, in the embodiments of this application, the uplink transmit power is determined based on a downlink
measurement value of a downlink reference signal that is sent by a target network device of random access or a third
network device specified by a target network device, so that the uplink transmit power can be accurately determined.
This further improves the random access efficiency of the communications system.
[0015] According to a second aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a random access method, including:

sending SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information includes at least one first supple-
mentary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB, the
SUL configuration information is used to determine a carrier resource used for random access, and the carrier
resource includes one of the at least one first SUL resource or includes a non-SUL resource corresponding to the
first SSB; and
receiving a random access preamble on the determined carrier resource.

[0016] In the random access method embodiment provided in the second aspect, the SUL configuration information
(including the at least one first SUL resource and the at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to the
first SSB) is sent, so that a terminal device determines, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and
the at least one SUL selection threshold in the SUL configuration information, the carrier resource used for random
access, and performs random access on the determined carrier resource, where the carrier resource includes the one
of the at least one first SUL resource or the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. Further, the random
access preamble sent by the terminal device is received on the determined carrier resource. It can be learned that, in
the embodiments of this application, the terminal device can select an appropriate resource from the non-SUL resource
and the at least one SUL resource to perform random access, thereby improving random access efficiency of a com-
munications system of LTE-NR cosite deployment and/or LTE-NR non-cosite deployment.
[0017] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of this application provides an apparatus, including:

a first receiving module, configured to receive SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information
includes at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are
corresponding to a first SSB;
a first determining module, configured to determine, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and
the at least one SUL selection threshold, a carrier resource used for random access, where the carrier resource
includes one of the at least one first SUL resource or includes a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
an access module, configured to perform random access on the determined carrier resource.

[0018] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes one first SUL resource corresponding
to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, the first determining module is specifically
configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL
resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the first SSB, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the one first SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB.

[0019] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N1 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, where N1 is an integer greater than or
equal to 2, the first determining module is specifically configured to:
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if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL
resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the first SSB, determine, based on access priority information, that the carrier resource used for random access
includes a second SUL resource in the N1 first SUL resources, where
the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N1 first SUL resources, and an
access priority of the second SUL resource is higher than a priority of a first SUL resource of the N1 first SUL
resources other than the second SUL resource.

[0020] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N2 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and N3 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N2 and N3 are integers greater
than or equal to 2, and one of the N2 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N3 SUL selection thresholds,
the first determining module includes:

a first determining unit, configured to determine a third SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources based on
access priority information, where the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the
N2 first SUL resources, and an access priority of the third SUL resource is higher than a priority of an SUL resource
of the N2 first SUL resources other than the third SUL resource; and
a second determining unit, configured to determine, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and
an SUL selection threshold corresponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access,
where the carrier resource includes the third SUL resource or includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the
first SSB.

[0021] In a possible implementation, the second determining unit is specifically configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to the third SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-
SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the
third SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the third SUL resource.

[0022] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N4 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and N4 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N4 is an integer greater than or
equal to 2, and one of the N4 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N4 SUL selection thresholds, the first
determining module is specifically configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a fourth
SUL resource and is greater than or equal to a selection threshold corresponding to a fifth SUL resource, determine
that the carrier resource used for random access includes the fourth SUL resource, where the fourth SUL resource
and the fifth SUL resource are included in the N4 first SUL resources;
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a sixth
SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the sixth SUL resource, where
the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the sixth SUL resource is a smallest value of the N4 SUL selection
thresholds; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to an SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to a seventh SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-
SUL resource, where the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the seventh SUL resource is a largest value of
the N4 SUL selection thresholds. In a possible implementation, if the carrier resource used for random access
includes the one of the at least one first SUL resource, the apparatus further includes:
a second receiving module, configured to receive a downlink reference signal based on configuration information
of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource; and
a second determining module, configured to determine an uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement
value of the downlink reference signal, where the uplink transmit power is used for performing random access.

[0023] In a possible implementation, the SUL configuration information further includes the configuration information
of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource. In a possible implementation, the apparatus
may be a terminal device, or an apparatus that can be configured inside a terminal device.
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[0024] For beneficial effects of the apparatus provided in the implementations of the third aspect, refer to beneficial
effects brought by the implementations of the first aspect. Details are not described herein again.
[0025] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides an apparatus, including:

a sending module, configured to send SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information
includes at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are
corresponding to a first SSB, the SUL configuration information is used to determine a carrier resource used for
random access, and the carrier resource includes one of the at least one first SUL resource or includes a non-SUL
resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
a receiving module, configured to receive a random access preamble on the determined carrier resource.

[0026] In a possible implementation, the apparatus may be a network device, or an apparatus that can be configured
inside a network device.
[0027] For beneficial effects of the apparatus provided in the implementations of the fourth aspect, refer to beneficial
effects brought by the implementations of the second aspect. Details are not described herein again.
[0028] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides an apparatus. The apparatus includes
a processor, configured to implement the method described in the first aspect. The apparatus may further include a
memory, configured to store a program instruction and data. The memory is coupled to the processor, and the processor
can invoke and execute the program instruction stored in the memory, to implement the method described in the first
aspect.
[0029] Optionally, the apparatus may further include a communications interface, configured to perform communication
between the apparatus and another apparatus. For example, the another apparatus is a network device.
[0030] In a possible implementation, the apparatus includes:

the communications interface; and
the memory, configured to store a program instruction; where
the processor is configured to receive SUL configuration information by using the communications interface, where
the SUL configuration information includes at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one
SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB;
the processor is further configured to determine, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the
at least one SUL selection threshold, a carrier resource used for random access, where the carrier resource includes
one of the at least one first SUL resource or includes a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
the processor is further configured to perform random access on the determined carrier resource by using the
communications interface.

[0031] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes one first SUL resource corresponding
to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, the processor is further configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL
resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the first SSB, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the one first SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB.

[0032] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N1 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, where N1 is an integer greater than or
equal to 2, the processor is further configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL
resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the first SSB, determine, based on access priority information, that the carrier resource used for random access
includes a second SUL resource in the N1 first SUL resources, where
the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N1 first SUL resources, and an
access priority of the second SUL resource is higher than a priority of a first SUL resource of the N1 first SUL
resources other than the second SUL resource.
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[0033] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N2 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and N3 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N2 and N3 are integers greater
than or equal to 2, and one of the N2 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N3 SUL selection thresholds,
the processor is further configured to:

determine a third SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources based on access priority information, where the
access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N2 first SUL resources, and an access
priority of the third SUL resource is higher than a priority of an SUL resource of the N2 first SUL resources other
than the third SUL resource; and
determine, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and an SUL selection threshold corresponding
to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access, where the carrier resource includes the
third SUL resource or includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB.

[0034] In a possible implementation, the processor is further configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to the third SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-
SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the
third SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the third SUL resource.

[0035] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N4 first SUL resources corresponding
to the first SSB and N4 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N4 is an integer greater than or
equal to 2, and one of the N4 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N4 SUL selection thresholds, the
processor is further configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a fourth
SUL resource and is greater than or equal to a selection threshold corresponding to a fifth SUL resource, determine
that the carrier resource used for random access includes the fourth SUL resource, where the fourth SUL resource
and the fifth SUL resource are included in the N4 first SUL resources;
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a sixth
SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the sixth SUL resource, where
the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the sixth SUL resource is a smallest value of the N4 SUL selection
thresholds; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to an SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to a seventh SUL resource, determine that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-
SUL resource, where the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the seventh SUL resource is a largest value of
the N4 SUL selection thresholds. In a possible implementation, if the carrier resource used for random access
includes the one of the at least one first SUL resource, the processor is further configured to receive, by using the
communications interface, a downlink reference signal based on configuration information of the downlink reference
signal corresponding to the first SUL resource; and
the processor is further configured to determine an uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value
of the downlink reference signal, where the uplink transmit power is used for performing random access.

[0036] In a possible implementation, the SUL configuration information further includes the configuration information
of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource. In a possible implementation, the apparatus
may be a terminal device, or an apparatus that can be configured inside a terminal device.
[0037] For beneficial effects of the apparatus provided in the implementations of the fifth aspect, refer to beneficial
effects brought by the implementations of the first aspect. Details are not described herein again.
[0038] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a chip system. The chip system includes
a processor, and may further include a memory. The chip system is configured to the implement the method described
in any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect. The chip system may include a chip, or
may include a chip and another discrete device.
[0039] According to a seventh aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a program. When the program is
executed by a processor, the program is used to perform the method in any one of the first aspect or the possible
implementations of the first aspect.
[0040] According to an eighth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a computer program product including
an instruction. When the computer program product is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the method
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in any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0041] According to a ninth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a computer-readable storage medium.
The computer-readable storage medium stores an instruction. When the instruction is run on a computer, the computer
is enabled to perform the method in any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0042] According to a tenth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides an apparatus. The apparatus includes
a processor, configured to implement the method described in the second aspect. The apparatus may further include a
memory, configured to store a program instruction and data. The memory is coupled to the processor, and the processor
can invoke and execute the program instruction stored in the memory, to implement the method described in the second
aspect. Optionally, the apparatus may further include a communications interface, configured to perform communication
between the apparatus and another apparatus. For example, the another apparatus is a terminal device.
[0043] In a possible implementation, the apparatus includes:

the communications interface; and
the memory, configured to store a program instruction; where
the processor is configured to send SUL configuration information by using the communications interface, where
the SUL configuration information includes at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one
SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB, the SUL configuration information is used to determine
a carrier resource used for random access, and the carrier resource includes one of the at least one first SUL
resource or includes a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
the processor is further configured to receive a random access preamble on the determined carrier resource by
using the communications interface.

[0044] In a possible implementation, the apparatus may be a network device, or an apparatus that can be configured
inside a network device.
[0045] For beneficial effects of the apparatus provided in the implementations of the fourth aspect, refer to beneficial
effects brought by the implementations of the second aspect. Details are not described herein again.
[0046] According to an eleventh aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a chip system. The chip system
includes a processor, and may further include a memory. The chip system is configured to the implement the method
described in any one of the second aspect or the possible implementations of the second aspect. The chip system may
include a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device.
[0047] According to a twelfth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a program. When the program is
executed by a processor, the program is used to perform the method in any one of the second aspect or the possible
implementations of the second aspect.
[0048] According to a thirteenth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a computer program product
including an instruction. When the computer program product is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform
the method in any one of the second aspect or the possible implementations of the second aspect.
[0049] According to a fourteenth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a computer-readable storage
medium. The computer-readable storage medium stores an instruction. When the instruction is run on a computer, the
computer is enabled to perform the method in any one of the second aspect or the possible implementations of the
second aspect.
[0050] According to a fifteenth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a communications system, including
the apparatus described in any one of the third aspect or the possible implementations of the third aspect and the
apparatus described in the fourth aspect.
[0051] According to a sixteenth aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a communications system, including
the apparatus described in any one of the fifth aspect or the possible implementations of the fifth aspect and the apparatus
described in the tenth aspect.
[0052] According to the random access method and the apparatus provided in the embodiments of this application,
the network device sends the SUL configuration information (including the at least one first SUL resource and the at
least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to the first SSB) that is used by the terminal device to determine
the carrier resource used for random access. Further, the terminal device determines, based on the downlink measure-
ment value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold, the carrier resource used for random access,
and performs random access on the determined carrier resource, where the carrier resource includes the one of the at
least one first SUL resource or includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. Further, the network
device receives, on the determined carrier resource, the random access preamble sent by the terminal device. It can
be learned that, in the embodiments of this application, an appropriate resource can be selected from the non-SUL
resource and the at least one SUL resource to perform random access, thereby improving the random access efficiency
of the communications system of the LTE-NR cosite deployment and/or LTE-NR non-cosite deployment.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0053]

FIG. 1A is an example diagram 1 of a communication scenario according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 1B is an example diagram 2 of a communication scenario according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 1C is an example diagram 3 of a communication scenario according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 2A is a schematic flowchart of a random access method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 2B is a schematic structural diagram in which an SSB is corresponding to one SUL resource according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 2C is a schematic structural diagram 1 in which an SSB is corresponding to a plurality of SUL resources
according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 2D is a schematic structural diagram 2 in which an SSB is corresponding to a plurality of SUL resources
according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of a random access method according to another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a random access method according to another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an association relationship between an SSB and an SUL resource according to
an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to another embodiment of this application; and
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to another embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0054] First, communication scenarios and some terms used in the embodiments of this application are described.
[0055] FIG. 1A is an example diagram 1 of a communication scenario according to an embodiment of this application.
FIG. 1B is an example diagram 2 of a communication scenario according to an embodiment of this application. FIG. 1C
is an example diagram 3 of a communication scenario according to an embodiment of this application.
[0056] In the wireless communication scenario of LTE-NR cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1A, LTE user equipment
(user equipment, UE) 1 is an LTE terminal (which can use uplink and downlink resources on an LTE carrier to perform
signal transmission with a network device 1), NR UE1 is an NR terminal (which can use uplink and downlink resources
on an NR carrier to perform signal transmission with the network device 1), and NR UE2 is an NR terminal that supports
uplink sharing (which can use uplink and downlink resources on an NR carrier to perform signal transmission with the
network device 1, and can also use an SUL resource to perform uplink transmission with the network device 1). Optionally,
if the NR UE2 uses an uplink resource on an NR carrier (that is, a non-SUL resource) to send an uplink signal to the
network device 1, quality of the uplink signal received by the network device 1 may be relatively poor due to a relatively
high frequency and a relatively large path loss of the NR carrier, a limited power of the NR UE2, or the like, and the
uplink signal cannot be correctly received. Therefore, the NR UE2 can use an SUL resource (which has a relatively
small path loss at a low frequency) to send the uplink signal to the network device 1, so as to improve NR uplink coverage.
In the embodiments of this application, signal transmission may also be described as information transmission or data
transmission.
[0057] In the wireless communication scenario of LTE-NR non-cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1B, for a network
device 2, a curve 1 represents a boundary line of an NR uplink coverage area, a curve 2 represents a boundary line of
an NR downlink coverage area, and a ring area between the curve 2 and the curve 1 represents an area in which uplink
coverage and downlink coverage do not overlap. NR UE3 is an NR terminal (which can use uplink and downlink resources
on an NR carrier to perform signal transmission with the network device 2). NR UE4 is an NR terminal that supports
uplink sharing (which can use uplink and downlink resources on an NR carrier to perform signal transmission with the
network device 2, and can also use an SUL resource to perform uplink transmission with a network device 3). Optionally,
if the NR UE4 uses an uplink resource on an NR carrier (that is, a non-SUL resource) to send an uplink signal to the
network device 2, quality of the uplink signal received by the network device 2 may be relatively poor due to a relatively
high frequency and a relatively large path loss of the NR carrier, and the uplink signal cannot be correctly received.
Therefore, the NR UE4 can use an SUL resource to send the uplink signal to the network device 3 (in other words, a
downlink sending node and an uplink receiving node of the NR UE4 are not one node), and then the network device 3
may send the uplink signal to the network device 2, thereby improving a part of NR uplink coverage of the network device
2. Optionally, as shown in FIG. 1B, a plurality of other LTE carriers are further required to seamlessly improve NR uplink
coverage for the ring area between the curve 2 and the curve 1 (in other words, one NR carrier requires a plurality of
SUL resources to improve uplink coverage).
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[0058] Due to a difference between an LTE coverage angle and an NR coverage angle caused by network device
deployment, in the wireless communication scenario of LTE-NR cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1C, for example, a
synchronization signal block (synchronization signal block, SSB) 1 in an NR cell 1 is associated with an SUL2 resource,
and an SSB in the NR cell 1 other than the SSB1 is associated with an SUL1 resource. In other words, the SUL1 resource
and the SUL2 resource are used to improve uplink coverage of the NR cell 1. For example, an SSB2 in an NR cell 2 is
associated with an SUL3 resource, and an SSB in the NR cell 2 other than the SSB2 is associated with the SUL2
resource. In other words, the SUL2 resource and the SUL3 resource are used to improve uplink coverage of the NR cell
2. For example, an SSB3 in an NR cell 3 is associated with the SUL1 resource, and an SSB in the NR cell 3 other than
the SSB3 is associated with the SUL3 resource. In other words, the SUL1 resource and the SUL3 resource are used to
improve uplink coverage of the NR cell 3.
[0059] Certainly, the random access method and the apparatus provided in the embodiments of this application is
also applicable to another scenario. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0060] In the embodiments of this application, an apparatus that performs a terminal device (or referred to as a terminal)
side method may be a terminal device or an apparatus in a terminal device. For example, the apparatus in the terminal
device may be a chip system, a circuit, a module, or the like.
[0061] This is not limited in this application. It should be noted that the terminal device (for example, an NR terminal
that supports uplink sharing) is used as an example for description in the embodiments provided in this application.
[0062] In the embodiments of this application, an apparatus that performs a network device side method may be a
network device or an apparatus in a network device. For example, the apparatus in the network device may be a chip
system, a circuit, a module, or the like. This is not limited in this application. It should be noted that the network device
is used as an example for description in the embodiments provided in this application.
[0063] The terminal device in the embodiments of this application may also be referred to as a terminal, and the
terminal device may be a wired terminal or a wireless terminal. The wireless terminal may be a device with a wireless
transmission/reception function. The terminal device in the embodiments of this application may be deployed on land,
including deployed indoors or outdoors, held in hand or deployed in vehicle; may be deployed on water (for example,
on a ship); or may be deployed in air (for example, on an air plane, a balloon, or a satellite). The terminal device in the
embodiments of this application may be user equipment (user equipment, UE). The UE includes a handheld device with
a wireless communication function, a vehicle-mounted device, a wearable device, or a computing device. For example,
the UE may be a mobile phone (mobile phone), a tablet computer, or a computer with a wireless transmission/reception
function. The terminal device may alternatively be a virtual reality (virtual reality, VR) terminal device, an augmented
reality (augmented reality, AR) terminal device, a wireless terminal in industrial control, a wireless terminal in self driving,
a wireless terminal in telemedicine, a wireless terminal in a smart grid, a wireless terminal in a smart city (smart city), a
wireless terminal in a smart home (smart home), or the like. In the embodiments of this application, an apparatus that
implements a function of a terminal may be a terminal, or may be an apparatus that supports the terminal in implementing
the function. In the embodiments of this application, an example in which the apparatus that implements the function of
the terminal is a terminal, and the terminal is UE is used to describe the technical solutions provided in the embodiments
of this application.
[0064] A network device in this application may include but is not limited to a base station (base station, BS) and a
transmission reception point (transmission reception point, TRP). The network device may be a device that is deployed
in a radio access network and that can communicate with a terminal. The base station may also be referred to as a radio
access network (radio access network, RAN) device. The network device in the embodiments of this application may
be a base station (base transceiver station, BTS) in global system for mobile communications (global system of mobile
communication, GSM) or code division multiple access (code division multiple access, CDMA), may be a NodeB (nodeB,
NB) in wideband code division multiple access (wideband code division multiple access, WCDMA), may be an evolved
NodeB (evolutional node B, eNB or eNodeB) in long term evolution (long term evolution, LTE), a relay node, or an access
point, or may be a base station in a future 5G network, or the like. This is not limited herein. The base station in the 5G
network may also be referred to as a gNB.
[0065] The terminal device or the network device in this application may include a hardware layer, an operating system
layer running above the hardware layer, and an application layer running above the operating system layer. The hardware
layer includes hardware such as a central processing unit (central processing unit, CPU), a memory management unit
(memory management unit, MMU), and a memory (also referred to as a main memory). The operating system may be
any one or more computer operating systems that implement service processing by using a process (process), such as
a Linux operating system, a Unix operating system, an Android operating system, an iOS operating system, or a Windows
operating system. The application layer includes applications such as a browser, a contact list, word processing software,
and instant messaging software.
[0066] A random access procedure provided in the embodiments of this application may include the following steps.
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1. A terminal device sends a random access preamble (Random Access Preamble) to a network device.

[0067] Optionally, before initiating random access, the terminal device receives configuration information of an uplink
resource sent by the network device. The configuration information of the uplink resource may include but is not limited
to at least one of the following: frequency-domain information of the uplink resource and common configuration information
of the uplink resource. The frequency-domain information of the uplink resource may include but is not limited to at least
one of the following: frequency channel number information of an uplink carrier and offset information of an uplink
subcarrier. The common configuration information of the uplink resource may include but is not limited to at least one
of the following: random access channel (random access channel, RACH) configuration information, physical uplink
shared channel (physical uplink shared channel, PUSCH) configuration information, physical uplink control channel
(physical uplink control channel, PUCCH) configuration information, sounding reference signal (sounding reference
signal, SRS) configuration information, and power control configuration information. The RACH configuration information
may include but is not limited to at least one of the following: a time-domain (a subframe, a slot, a symbol, a period,
and/or the like) resource, a frequency-domain (resource block information, whether frequency hopping is performed,
and/or the like) frequency domain, and a code division multiplexing (an orthogonal cover code, a cyclic shift, and/or the
like) resource that are of a physical random access channel (physical random access channel, PRACH). In other words,
a PRACH resource includes a time-domain resource, a frequency-domain resource, and/or a code-domain resource.
[0068] Optionally, the configuration information of the uplink resource may be carried in a system information block
(system information block, SIB), or certainly may be carried in another message. This is not limited in the embodiments
of this application.
[0069] In this embodiment, the terminal device may select one random access preamble (preamble) based on a
random access preamble resource carried in the configuration information of the uplink resource that is sent by the
network device, and send the random access preamble (that is, an M1 message) on a PRACH resource indicated by
the configuration information of the uplink resource.

2. The network device sends a random access response (Random Access Response) to the terminal device.

[0070] In this embodiment, the network device may perform blind detection on the random access preamble on the
PRACH resource in the configuration information of the uplink resource broadcast by the network device. If the network
device detects the random access preamble, the network device feeds back, on a physical downlink shared channel
(physical downlink shared control channel, PDSCH), a random access response (random access response, RAR) for
the random access preamble. Optionally, the PDSCH may carry a MAC protocol data unit (protocol data unit, PDU)
including at least one media access control layer (media access control, MAC)-subheader (subheader) and at least one
RAR, where one RAR is corresponding to one MAC-subheader. One MAC-subheader includes but is not limited to a
random access preamble identity (random access preamble identity, RAPID) in the M1 message. One RAR (that is, an
M2 message) may include but is not limited to at least one of the following: an uplink timing advance (time advance, TA)
of the terminal device, a backoff parameter, PUSCH uplink scheduling information that is allocated for transmitting an
M3 message (including but not limited to: whether frequency hopping is performed, a modulation and coding rate, an
access resource, an access moment, and other content), and a temporary cell radio network temporary identifier (radio
network temporary identity, RNTI).
[0071] Optionally, the RAR may be an independent MAC PDU, and/or may be carried on a downlink (downlink,
DL)-shared channel (shared channel, SCH).
[0072] In this embodiment, after sending the random access preamble, the terminal device may detect whether any
RAR for the random preamble is sent to the terminal device. For example, the terminal device needs to decode content
of the RAR that is carried on a PDSCH and that responds to the terminal device. Optionally, a physical downlink control
channel (physical downlink control channel, PDCCH) is obtained through decoding by using a random access radio
network temporary identifier (random access radio network temporary identity, RA-RNTI), where the PDCCH carries
resource allocation information of a PDSCH. Further, the terminal device continues to decode content in the PDSCH
based on the resource allocation information of the PDSCH, to obtain a MAC PDU that carries the RAR. Optionally, both
the terminal device and the network device can determine the RA-RNTI based on a PRACH time-frequency resource
location that is used for carrying the M1 message.
[0073] Optionally, one MAC PDU may include a plurality of RARs and a plurality of MAC-subheaders (one RAR is
corresponding to one MAC-subheader). The terminal device may separately compare RAPIDs carried in the plurality of
MAC-subheaders with an identity of the random preamble sent by the terminal device. If the identity of the random
preamble sent by the terminal device is the same as an RAPID carried in a MAC-subheader, an RAR corresponding to
the MAC-subheader is the RAR of the random preamble sent for the terminal device, and further, the terminal device
decodes content of the RAR corresponding to the MAC-subheader.
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3. The terminal device sends the M3 message to the network device.

[0074] In this step, if the terminal device determines that the random access response of the random preamble that
is sent by the network device to the terminal device has been received, the terminal device can obtain uplink synchro-
nization based on an uplink TA adjustment value carried in the RAR, and send first scheduled UL transmission (first
scheduled UL transmission) (that is, the M3 message) on an uplink resource that is allocated by the network device to
the terminal device, so that uplink transmissions of different terminal devices simultaneously reach the network device.
For example, the M3 message may include but is not limited to: a radio resource control (radio resource control, RRC)
connection setup message (connection request) and/or an RRC re-establishment message (RRC connection re-estab-
lishment Request). Optionally, the first scheduled UL transmission may be carried on an uplink (uplink, UL)-SCH. 4. The
network device sends an M4 message to the terminal device.
[0075] In this embodiment, the network device may send contention resolution (contention resolution) (that is, the M4
message) to the terminal device, to complete contention resolution. Optionally, in cases of initial access and re-estab-
lishment, a MAC PDU in the M4 message carries a contention resolution identifier (contention resolution identity), such
as an RRC connection request and/or an RRC connection re-establishment request.
[0076] Further, after decoding a PDCCH channel, the terminal device may continue to obtain, from a PDSCH channel,
MAC PDU content in the M4 message, and compare the MAC PDU content with a common control channel (common
control channel, CCCH) service data unit (service data unit, SDU) that was previously sent in the M3 message by the
terminal device. If the MAC PDU content is the same as the CCCH SDU, contention resolution succeeds.
[0077] Certainly, the random access procedure in the embodiments of this application may be implemented in another
possible implementation, and this is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0078] An SSB in the embodiments of this application may include but is not limited to one or more of the following:
a primary synchronization signal (primary synchronization signal, PSS), a secondary synchronization signal (secondary
synchronization signal, SSS), and a physical broadcast channel (physical broadcast channel, PBCH). The PSS and the
SSS may be used to determine a physical cell(physical cell identity, PCID) of an NR carrier, and may also be used by
the terminal device to obtain downlink time-frequency synchronization. The PBCH may be used to transmit a master
information block (master information block, MIB) of an NR carrier, and may also be used by the terminal device to obtain
a downlink system frame number and an SSB index. The MIB may be used to configure a time-frequency resource
location of a control channel that schedules a system information block (system information block, SIB), so that the
terminal device can obtain another system message based on the MIB, for example, remaining minimum system infor-
mation (remaining minimum system information, RMSI).
[0079] The network device in the embodiments of this application may manage one or more cells (there may be at
least one terminal device in one cell, and the terminal device may communicate with the network device in the cell).
Optionally, corresponding to one cell, the network device may send a plurality of SSBs (one SSB may have one index,
and optionally, an index value of an SSB may be indicated by using a demodulation reference signal DMRS sequence
of a PBCH and/or a system message carried by the PBCH). The plurality of SSBs sent by the network device may carry
a same physical cell identity (physical cell identity, PCID).
[0080] To ensure an appropriate subcarrier spacing for frequency bands below 6 GHz and frequency bands above 6
GHz, for higher system transmission efficiency, NR supports a plurality of subcarrier spacings. Optionally, a subcarrier
spacing such as 15 kHz, 30 kHz, 120 kHz, or 240 kHz can be used to send an SSB, and a plurality of SSBs can be sent
in a half-frame window of 5 ms.
[0081] For example, when the subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz is used, a maximum of four SSBs are sent in a half-frame
window of 5 ms of an NR carrier at a frequency band below 3 GHz, where one SSB may be mapped onto four orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, OFDM) symbols; and a maximum of eight
SSBs can be sent in a half-frame window of 5 ms of an NR carrier at a frequency band between 3 GHz and 6 GHz.
[0082] For example, when the subcarrier spacing of 30 kHz is used, a maximum of four SSBs are sent in a half-frame
window of 5 ms of an NR carrier at a frequency band below 3 GHz, where one SSB may be mapped onto four OFDM
symbols; and a maximum of eight SSBs can be sent in a half-frame window of 5 ms of an NR carrier at a frequency
band between 3 GHz and 6 GHz.
[0083] For example, when the subcarrier spacing of 120 kHz or 240 kHz is used, a maximum of 64 SSBs can be sent
in a half-frame window of 5 ms of an NR carrier.
[0084] Optionally, in a half-frame window in which a maximum of eight SSBs are transmitted, an SSB index is indicated
by a demodulation reference signal (demodulation reference signal, DMRS) sequence in a PBCH; and in a half-frame
window in which a maximum of 64 SSBs are transmitted, three lower order bits of an SSB index are indicated by a
DMRS sequence in a PBCH, and three higher order bits of the SSB index are indicated by using a system message.
For example, the system message may include but is not limited to a MIB, a SIB, and RMSI.
[0085] In the embodiments of this application, the terminal device and/or the network device may use a beamforming
(beamforming) technology to send and receive signals. Optionally, beamforming, which may also be referred to as
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beamforming or spatial domain filtering, is a signal processing technology of using a sensor array to directionally send
and receive signals. In the beamforming technology, a parameter of a basic unit of a phase array may be adjusted, so
that signals at some angles obtain constructive interference and signals at other angles obtain destructive interference.
Considering that a higher frequency corresponds to a larger path loss, a path loss caused by a high frequency can be
compensated for by enhancing beam directivity. In other words, a higher frequency requires a larger quantity of beams.
For example, a high-frequency carrier needs to use a plurality of beams or beam scanning to cover an entire cell.
[0086] Optionally, during initial access, the terminal device performs blind detection on an SSB to obtain downlink
time-frequency synchronization, obtain index information of the SSB, and further distinguish between different beams
based on the SSB. One SSB may be corresponding to one beam, or one SSB is corresponding to a plurality of beams.
For example, for a frequency band below 6 GHz, cell coverage requires a relatively small quantity of beams, and one
SSB may be corresponding to one beam; and for a frequency band above 6 GHz, cell coverage requires a relatively
large quantity of beams, and one SSB may be corresponding to a plurality of beams (optionally, at least one beam
corresponding to a same SSB index may be considered as one beam). Considering that the network device may send
a plurality of SSBs, a first SSB in the embodiments of this application is a first SSB that is determined by the terminal
device from at least one second SSB received from a first network device. A downlink measurement value of a second
SSB is greater than an SSB selection threshold. For example, the terminal device may determine, based on a downlink
measurement value of at least one second SSB, a second SSB with a largest downlink measurement value of the at
least one downlink measurement value as the first SSB. For example, assuming that the terminal device receives five
SSBs, and that downlink measurement values of an SSB11, an SSB13, and an SSB15 (for example, the downlink
measurement value of the SSB13 is greater than the downlink measurement value of the SSB15, and the downlink
measurement value of the SSB 15 is greater than the downlink measurement value of the SSB 11) are greater than the
SSB selection threshold, the terminal device determines the SSB (for example, the SSB13) with the largest downlink
measurement value of the SSB11, the SSB13, and the SSB15 as the first SSB. For example, the terminal device may
randomly determine the first SSB from the received at least one second SSB. Certainly, the terminal device may determine
the first SSB from the at least one second SSB in another manner. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0087] A downlink reference signal in the embodiments of this application may be a reference signal that is sent by a
network device (for example, a third network device, where the third network device may be a same network device as
the first network device, or may be a different network device from the first network device) corresponding to an SUL
resource selected by the terminal device to perform random access, the downlink reference signal is used by the terminal
device to determine an uplink path loss generated when random access is performed by using the SUL resource, and/or
is used to distinguish between a plurality of intra-frequency SUL resources.
[0088] Optionally, when the downlink reference signal in the embodiments of this application is an NR reference signal,
the downlink reference signal may include a reference signal such as an SSB or a channel state information-reference
signal (channel state information reference signal, CSI-RS). When the downlink reference signal in the embodiments of
this application is an LTE reference signal, the downlink reference signal may include a reference signal such as a cell
reference signal (cell reference signal, CRS) or a CSI-RS.
[0089] Configuration information of a downlink reference signal in the embodiments of this application may be used
to indicate at least one of the following: location information of a downlink resource carrying the downlink reference
signal, transmit power information corresponding to the downlink reference signal, and PCID information of a carrier on
which the downlink reference signal is located. Optionally, the configuration information of the downlink reference signal
may include but is not limited to at least one of the following: an absolute radio frequency channel number of a downlink
resource carrying the downlink reference signal, information about an offset between the absolute radio frequency
channel number of the downlink resource carrying the downlink reference signal and a subcarrier 0 of the downlink
resource carrying the downlink reference signal (the offset may be measured in a subcarrier spacing of the downlink
reference signal, measured in a PRB based on a subcarrier spacing of the downlink reference signal, or the like), transmit
power information of the downlink reference signal (used to obtain a downlink path loss between the third network device
sending the downlink reference signal and the terminal device), PCID information of a carrier on which the downlink
reference signal is located, and information about a path loss adjustment value caused by a frequency-domain deviation
between the downlink reference signal and an SUL resource. Optionally, the configuration information of the downlink
reference signal may be used to indicate location information of a downlink carrier, bandwidth information, a transmit
power of a reference signal, PCID information of the downlink carrier, information about a path loss adjustment value
caused by a frequency-domain deviation between the downlink carrier and an SUL resource, and the like.
[0090] The absolute radio frequency channel number of the downlink reference signal may be similar to a field indicating
an absolute radio frequency channel number (absolute radio frequency channel number, EARFCN) in LTE, that is, a
field used to indicate an EARFCN in an evolved universal terrestrial radio access network (evolved universal terrestrial
radio access network, EUTRAN). An EARFCN (unit: megahertz MHz) of an LTE uplink resource may be calculated
according to the following rule: FUL = FUL_low + 0.1(NUL- NOffs-UL), where NUL represents the EARFCN of the LTE
uplink resource, FUL represents a center frequency channel number of the LTE uplink resource, FULlow represents a
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lowest frequency at an uplink frequency band, 0.1 represents a raster size 100 kHz of uplink and downlink resources
on an LTE carrier, and NOffs-UL represents an EARFCN corresponding to the lowest frequency at the frequency band
of the uplink resource on the LTE carrier. Specific parameters are shown in Table 1. Calculation of the EARFCN is
related to a definition of an NR frequency band and definitions of raster sizes of uplink and downlink resources within a
frequency band. Certainly, the absolute radio frequency channel number of the downlink reference signal may be alter-
natively calculated in another manner. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.

[0091] Physically, a network device related to NR DL (for example, a non-SUL resource) downlink transmission and
NR UL (for example, a non-SUL resource) uplink reception in the embodiments of this application is the first network
device, and a network device related to NR SUL uplink reception in the embodiments of this application is the second
network device. If the first network device and the second network device are one device, the two devices are cosite,
or if the first network device and the second network device are different devices, the two devices are located on different
sites (or non-cosite). In the embodiments of this application, whether the first network device and the second network
device are physically the same is not limited.
[0092] Optionally, logically, if NR DL downlink transmission, NR UL uplink reception, and NR SUL uplink reception all
are performed by one network device (that is, the first network device and the second network device are one network
device logically), the NR DL downlink transmission, the NR UL uplink reception, and the NR SUL uplink reception are
corresponding to one cell.
[0093] Physically, the third network device and the second network device in the embodiments of this application are
cosite physically, and are different network devices logically.
[0094] Access priority information in the embodiments of this application is used to indicate an access priority order
of at least one first SUL resource.
[0095] A reference signal (reference signal, RS) in the embodiments of this application may include but is not limited
to a CSI-RS and a CRS.
[0096] An SUL resource (for example, a first SUL resource, a second SUL resource, and/or a third SUL resource) in
the embodiments of this application may be a frequency-domain resource that is shared for uplink transmission on an
LTE carrier, or a frequency-domain resource on which no NR downlink transmission is performed and only NR uplink
transmission is performed. The frequency-domain resource on which no NR downlink transmission is performed and
only NR uplink transmission is performed may also be referred to as an NR SUL resource or an NR SUL carrier.
[0097] An uplink resource in the embodiments of this application may be understood as a part of carriers (including a
carrier in a non carrier aggregation (carrier aggregation, CA) scenario and a carrier in a CA scenario) used for uplink
transmission, or a part of serving cells (including a serving cell in a CA scenario and a serving cell in a non-CA scenario)
used for uplink transmission. The carrier (the serving cell) in the CA scenario may be a primary component carrier (a
primary serving cell) or a secondary component carrier (or a secondary serving cell). The uplink resource may also be
referred to as an uplink carrier. Correspondingly, a part of a carrier or a serving cell used for downlink transmission may
be understood as a downlink resource or a downlink carrier. For example, in a frequency division duplex (frequency
division duplex, FDD) system, on a carrier, a frequency resource used for uplink transmission may be understood as
an uplink resource or an uplink carrier, and a frequency resource used for downlink transmission may be understood
as a downlink resource or a downlink carrier. For another example, in a time division duplex (time division duplex, TDD)
system, on a carrier, a time-domain resource used for uplink transmission may be understood as an uplink resource or
an uplink carrier, and a time-domain resource used for downlink transmission may be understood as a downlink resource
or a downlink carrier.
[0098] Optionally, one NR uplink resource, one NR downlink resource, and one NR SUL resource may be one NR
carrier resource (serving cell). Further, one NR uplink resource, one NR downlink resource, and a plurality of NR SUL
resources may also be one NR carrier resource (serving cell). In the wireless communication scenario of LTE-NR cosite
deployment shown in FIG. 1A, the NR UE2 randomly selects a target SSB from at least one SSB that is received from
the network device 1 and whose downlink measurement value is greater than the SSB selection threshold. If a reference
signal received power (reference signal received power, RSRP) of the target SSB is greater than or equal to an SUL-

Table 1 Parameter table

Frequency band
Downlink Uplink

FDL_low (unit: MHz) NOffs-DL NDL range FUL_low (unit: MHz) NOffs-UL NUL range

1 2110 0 0-599 1920 13000 13000-3599

...

38 2570 27675 27675-28159 2570 27675 27675-28159
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RSRP-threshold, an uplink resource on an NR carrier (that is, a non-SUL resource) is selected to perform random access.
If the RSRP of the target SSB is less than the SUL-RSRP-threshold, an uplink resource on an LTE carrier (that is, an
SUL resource) is selected to perform random access.
[0099] In the wireless communication scenario of LTE-NR non-cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1B and/or the wireless
communication scenario of LTE-NR cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1C, how the NR terminal selects one resource
from an uplink resource on an NR carrier (that is, a non-SUL resource) or an uplink resource on at least one LTE carrier
(that is, a plurality of SUL resources) to perform random access to improve random access efficiency of a communications
system needs an urgent solution.
[0100] According to the random access method and the apparatus provided in the embodiments of this application,
a terminal device may determine, based on SUL configuration information sent by a network device, at least one SUL
resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB, determine, based on a downlink
measurement value of the first SSB and a corresponding SUL selection threshold, a carrier resource used for random
access, and perform random access on the determined carrier resource. The carrier resource includes one of the at
least one first SUL resource or includes a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. Therefore, in the embodiments
of this application, an appropriate resource can be selected from a non-SUL resource and at least one SUL resource to
perform random access, thereby improving random access efficiency of a communications system.
[0101] The following uses specific embodiments to detail the technical solutions of this application and how the foregoing
technical problem is resolved by using the technical solutions of this application. The following several specific embod-
iments may be combined with each other, and same or similar concepts or processes may not be described repeatedly
in some embodiments.
[0102] FIG. 2A is a schematic flowchart of a random access method according to an embodiment of this application.
FIG. 2B is a schematic structural diagram in which an SSB is corresponding to one SUL resource according to an
embodiment of this application. FIG. 2C is a schematic structural diagram 1 in which an SSB is corresponding to a
plurality of SUL resources according to an embodiment of this application. FIG. 2D is a schematic structural diagram 2
in which an SSB is corresponding to a plurality of SUL resources according to an embodiment of this application. In the
embodiments of this application, description is provided from a terminal device side. As shown in FIG. 2A, the method
in this embodiment of this application may include the following steps.
[0103] Step S201: Receive SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information includes at least
one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB.
[0104] In this step, a terminal device (an NR terminal that supports uplink sharing) receives the SUL configuration
information sent by a first network device. Optionally, the SUL configuration information may include the at least one
first supplementary uplink SUL resource and the at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to the first
SSB. The first SUL resource may be a frequency-domain resource that is shared with an uplink transmission on an LTE
carrier, or a frequency-domain resource on which no NR downlink transmission is performed and only NR uplink trans-
mission is performed (therefore, the frequency-domain resource is also used as an NR SUL resource or an NR SUL
carrier). The first SUL resource may be used by the terminal device to perform uplink transmission. The SUL selection
threshold is used by the terminal device to determine whether to select the first SUL resource for uplink transmission.
[0105] For example, the SUL configuration information may include one first SUL resource and one SUL selection
threshold that are corresponding to the first SSB; the SUL configuration information may include a plurality of first SUL
resources and one SUL selection threshold (or a plurality of same SUL selection thresholds) that are corresponding to
the first SSB; or the SUL configuration information may include a plurality of first SUL resources and a plurality of SUL
selection thresholds that are corresponding to the first SSB (where the plurality of first SUL resources are corresponding
to different SUL selection thresholds, or some of the plurality of the first SUL resources may be corresponding to a same
SUL selection threshold).
[0106] Certainly, the SUL configuration information may further include other information (for example, configuration
information of a downlink reference signal corresponding to the at least one first SUL resource, access priority information
corresponding to the at least one first SUL resource, and/or uplink resource configuration information of the at least one
first SUL resource). This is not limited in the embodiments of this application. Optionally, the uplink resource configuration
information of the first SUL resource may include but is not limited to frequency-domain information and common con-
figuration information of the first SUL resource. Specifically, for the frequency-domain information of the first SUL resource,
reference may be made to related content of the frequency-domain information of the uplink resource, and details are
not described herein again; and/or for the common configuration information of the first SUL resource, reference may
be made to related content of the common configuration information of the uplink resource, and details are not described
herein again.
[0107] Optionally, the SUL configuration information may further include an SUL resource and an SUL selection
threshold that are corresponding to another SSB, or if the SUL configuration information includes only the SUL resource
and the SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to the first SSB, the terminal device may further receive SUL
configuration information corresponding to another SSB that is sent by the first network device or another network device.
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This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0108] Optionally, the SUL configuration information in the embodiments of this application may be carried in a SIB
or RMSI, or certainly, may be carried in another message. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0109] It should be noted that the SUL configuration information in the embodiments of this application may also be
referred to as resource configuration information or another name. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0110] It should be noted that, if the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB may be preconfigured, or
if another message carries a cell-level SUL selection threshold (that is, a plurality of SSBs of a cell use the SUL selection
threshold), the SUL configuration information in the embodiments of this application may not include the at least one
SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, or the SUL configuration information in the embodiments of this
application may still include the at least one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, but an SUL selection
threshold carried in the SUL configuration information prevails.
[0111] This embodiment describes possible implementations of the SUL configuration information when the SUL
configuration information includes the at least one first SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB.
[0112] In a possible implementation, the SUL configuration information may include an identifier of the first SSB and
an identifier of the at least one first SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. Optionally, the identifier may be index
information, or may be other indication information that may be used to uniquely indicate an SSB and/or the first SUL
resource (for example, frequency channel number information of the first SUL resource and/or the configuration infor-
mation of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource, where the downlink reference signal
configuration information may include but is not limited to at least one of the following: frequency channel number
information of a carrier (or a downlink resource) on which the downlink reference signal is located, bandwidth information,
a PCID of the carrier on which the downlink reference signal is located, transmit power information of the downlink
reference signal, and information about a path loss adjustment value caused by a frequency-domain deviation between
the downlink reference signal and an SUL resource; and the downlink reference signal may also be understood as an
LTE downlink carrier corresponding to the first SUL resource, and is used to obtain a transmit power of an NR terminal
device on an SUL resource). This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0113] If the first SSB is corresponding to an index of one first SUL resource, optionally, the SUL configuration infor-
mation may further include an SUL selection threshold. If the SUL configuration information does not include the SUL
selection threshold, the SUL selection threshold is preconfigured, or another message carries a cell-level SUL selection
threshold (in other words, a plurality of SSBs of a cell use the SUL selection threshold). If an SUL message includes the
SUL selection threshold, the first SSB uses the SUL selection threshold carried in the SUL configuration information.
[0114] If the first SSB is corresponding to indexes of a plurality of first SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration
information may further include at least one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB. For example, if the
SUL configuration information includes one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, it indicates that a
plurality of first SUL resources corresponding to the first SSB share one SUL selection threshold. If the SUL configuration
information includes a plurality of SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, the at least one first SUL
resource corresponding to the plurality of SUL selection thresholds needs to be indicated, or one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the plurality of the first SUL resources is indicated. If SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the
at least one first SUL resource are different, one first SUL resource is corresponding to one SUL selection threshold; or
if SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the plurality of the first SUL resources are the same, the plurality of first
SUL resources share one SUL selection threshold.
[0115] If the first SSB is corresponding to indexes of a plurality of first SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration
information may further include access priority information. For example, an order of the indexes of the plurality of first
SUL resources corresponding to the first SSB in the SUL configuration information may be used to indicate an access
priority order of the plurality of first SUL resources corresponding to the first SSB (for example, if the SUL configuration
information sequentially includes an index of an SUL resource 3, an index of an SUL resource 1, and an index of an
SUL resource 2, an access priority of the SUL resource 3 is higher than an access priority of the SUL resource 1, and
the access priority of the SUL resource 1 is higher than an access priority of the SUL resource 2). Certainly, the SUL
configuration information may further include access priority information in another form (used to indicate an access
priority order of the plurality of first SUL resources corresponding to the first SSB). This is not limited in the embodiments
of this application.
[0116] In another possible implementation, the SUL configuration information may include an identifier of the at least
one first SUL resource and an identifier of the first SSB corresponding to the at least one first SUL resource.
[0117] If the SUL configuration information includes an identifier of one first SUL resource and an identifier of a first
SSB corresponding to the first SUL resource, optionally, the SUL configuration information may further include one SUL
selection threshold. If the SUL configuration information does not include the SUL selection threshold, the SUL selection
threshold is preconfigured, or another message carries a cell-level SUL selection threshold (in other words, a plurality
of SUL resources of a cell use the SUL selection threshold). If the SUL configuration information includes the SUL
selection threshold, the first SUL resource uses the SUL selection threshold carried in the SUL configuration information.
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[0118] If the SUL configuration information includes identifiers of a plurality of first SUL resources and an identifier of
a first SSB corresponding to the plurality of first SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration information may further
include at least one SUL selection threshold. For example, if the SUL configuration information includes one SUL selection
threshold, it indicates that the plurality of first SUL resources share one SUL selection threshold. If the SUL configuration
information includes a plurality of SUL selection thresholds, the at least one first SUL resource corresponding to the
plurality of SUL selection thresholds needs to be indicated, or one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the plurality
of the first SUL resources is indicated. If SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the plurality of first SUL resources
are different, one first SUL resource is corresponding to one SUL selection threshold. If the SUL selection thresholds
corresponding to the plurality of first SUL resources are the same, the plurality of first SUL resources share one SUL
selection threshold. If SUL selection thresholds corresponding to at least two of the plurality of first SUL resources are
the same, the at least two first SUL resources share one SUL selection threshold.
[0119] If the SUL configuration information includes identifiers of a plurality of first SUL resources, and an identifier of
a first SSB corresponding to the plurality of first SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration information may further
include access priority information (used to indicate an access priority order of the plurality of first SUL resources
corresponding to the first SSB).
[0120] This embodiment describes possible implementations of the SUL configuration information when the SUL
configuration information includes at least one SUL resource corresponding to a plurality of SSBs.
[0121] In a possible implementation, the SUL configuration information may include identifiers of at least two SSBs
and an identifier of at least one SUL resource corresponding to the at least two SSBs. Optionally, the identifier may be
index information, or may be other indication information that may be used to uniquely indicate an SSB and/or the first
SUL resource (for example, frequency channel number information of the first SUL resource and/or the configuration
information of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource, where the downlink reference signal
configuration information may include but is not limited to at least one of the following: frequency channel number
information of a carrier (or a resource) on which the downlink reference signal is located, bandwidth information, a PCID
of the carrier on which the downlink reference signal is located, transmit power information of the downlink reference
signal, and information about a path loss adjustment value caused by a frequency-domain deviation between the downlink
reference signal and an SUL resource; and the downlink reference signal may also be understood as an LTE downlink
carrier on a frequency band on which the first SUL resource is located, that is, frequency channel number information
of an LTE carrier, bandwidth information, a PCID, and information about a path loss adjustment value caused by a
frequency-domain deviation between the LTE carrier and an SUL resource). This is not limited in the embodiments of
this application.
[0122] If an SSBO (any SSB of the plurality of SSBs included in the SUL configuration information) is corresponding
to an index of one SUL resource, optionally, the SUL configuration information may further include an SUL selection
threshold corresponding to the SSBO. If the SUL configuration information does not include the SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the SSBO, the SUL selection threshold is preconfigured, or another message carries a cell-level SUL
selection threshold (in other words, a plurality of SSBs of a cell use the SUL selection threshold). If an SUL message
includes the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the SSBO, the SSBO uses the SUL selection threshold carried
in the SUL configuration information.
[0123] If the SSBO is corresponding to indexes of a plurality of SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration
information may further include at least one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the SSBO. For example, if the
SUL configuration information includes one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the SSBO, it indicates that a
plurality of SUL resources corresponding to the SSBO share one SUL selection threshold. If the SUL configuration
information includes a plurality of SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the SSBO, the at least one first SUL resource
corresponding to the plurality of SUL selection thresholds needs to be indicated, or one SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to the plurality of the SUL resources is indicated. If SUL selection thresholds corresponding to a plurality of
SUL resources are different, one SUL resource is corresponding to one SUL selection threshold; or if SUL selection
thresholds corresponding to the plurality of the SUL resources are the same, the plurality of SUL resources share one
SUL selection threshold.
[0124] If the SSBO is corresponding to indexes of a plurality of SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration
information may further include access priority information (used to indicate an access priority order of the plurality of
SUL resources corresponding to the SSBO). For example, an order of the indexes of the plurality of SUL resources
corresponding to the SSBO in the SUL configuration information may be used to indicate an access priority order of the
plurality of SUL resources corresponding to the SSBO. Certainly, the SUL configuration information may further include
access priority indication information in another form. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0125] In another possible implementation, the SUL configuration information may include an identifier of the at least
one SUL resource and an identifier of the at least one SSB corresponding to the at least one SUL resource.
[0126] If an SUL0 resource (any SUL resource of the plurality of SUL resources included in the SUL configuration
information) is corresponding to an index of one SSB, optionally, the SUL configuration information may further include
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an SUL selection threshold corresponding to one SUL0 resource.
[0127] If the SUL configuration information does not include the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the SUL0
resource, the SUL selection threshold is preconfigured, or another message carries an SUL selection threshold (in other
words, the SUL0 resource uses the SUL selection threshold). If an SUL message includes the SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the SUL0 resource, the SUL0 resource uses the SUL selection threshold carried in the SUL configuration
information.
[0128] If the SUL0 resource is corresponding to indexes of a plurality of SSBs, optionally, the SUL configuration
information may further include at least one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the SUL0 resource. For example,
if the SUL configuration information includes one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the SUL0 resource, it indicates
that the plurality of SSBs share one SUL selection threshold. If the SUL configuration information includes a plurality of
SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the SUL0 resource, SSBs corresponding to the plurality of SUL selection
thresholds need to be indicated, or the SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the plurality of SSBs need to be
separately indicated. If SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the plurality of SSBs are different, one SSB is corre-
sponding to one SUL selection threshold; or if SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the plurality of SSBs are the
same, the plurality of SSBs share one SUL selection threshold.
[0129] If the SUL configuration information includes identifiers of a plurality of SUL resources and an index of one
SSB corresponding to the plurality of SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration information may further include
at least one SUL selection threshold. For example, if the SUL configuration information includes one SUL selection
threshold, it indicates that the plurality of SUL resources share one SUL selection threshold. If the SUL configuration
information includes a plurality of SUL selection thresholds, the at least one SUL resource corresponding to the plurality
of SUL selection thresholds needs to be indicated, or one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the plurality of the
SUL resources is indicated. If SUL selection thresholds corresponding to a plurality of SUL resources are different, one
SUL resource is corresponding to one SUL selection threshold; or if SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the
plurality of the SUL resources are the same, the plurality of SUL resources share one SUL selection threshold.
[0130] If the SUL configuration information includes identifiers of a plurality of SUL resources, and an index of one
SSB corresponding to the plurality of SUL resources, optionally, the SUL configuration information may further include
access priority information (used to indicate an access priority order of the plurality of SUL resources).
[0131] In another possible implementation, the SUL configuration information may include an identifier of one SUL
resource and at least two SUL selection thresholds. Optionally, the SUL resource may be corresponding to identifiers
of a plurality of SSBs.
[0132] To further indicate SUL selection thresholds corresponding to different SSBs, the SUL configuration information
may further include identifiers of a plurality of SSBs and SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the SSBs. For
example, a horizontal beam may be corresponding to one SUL selection threshold, and a vertical beam may be corre-
sponding to one SUL selection threshold, so that terminal devices on different floors can select appropriate uplink carriers
based on different SUL selection thresholds. For example, for a terminal device on a higher floor, when the terminal
device selects an uplink carrier based on the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the horizontal beam, the terminal
device fails in RACH access performed on an SUL resource. Therefore, the SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the vertical beam may be set to be less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the horizontal beam, so that
the terminal device selects, based on the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the vertical beam, to initiate RACH
access on a non-SUL resource.
[0133] Certainly, the SUL configuration information may be alternatively implemented in another possible implemen-
tation. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0134] Step S202: Determine, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL
selection threshold, a carrier resource used for random access.
[0135] In this step, the terminal device determines, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and
the at least one SUL selection threshold, the carrier resource used for random access, where the carrier resource
includes one of the at least one first SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB or includes a non-SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB.
[0136] In a possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes one first SUL resource corresponding
to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB (or referred to as an SUL selection
threshold corresponding to the first SUL resource), the carrier resource used for random access is determined based
on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB.
[0137] Optionally, as shown in FIG. 2B, if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to
the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB (for example, an SUL selection threshold in FIG. 2B, where
the SUL selection threshold is greater than a camp-on threshold), the terminal device (for example, UE1 in FIG. 2B)
determines that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource (for example, a 3.5 GHz
carrier resource shown in FIG. 2B); or if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection
threshold corresponding to the first SSB (for example, an SUL selection threshold in FIG. 2B), the terminal device (for
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example, UE2 in FIG. 2B) determines that the carrier resource used for random access includes the one first SUL
resource corresponding to the first SSB (for example, a 1.8 GHz SUL resource shown in FIG. 2B).
[0138] In another possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N1 first SUL resources cor-
responding to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB (or referred to as an SUL
selection threshold corresponding to the N1 first SUL resources), where N1 is an integer greater than or equal to 2, the
carrier resource used for random access is determined based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and
the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB.
[0139] Optionally, if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the SUL selection
threshold corresponding to the first SSB (for example, an SUL selection threshold in FIG. 2C, where the SUL selection
threshold is greater than a camp-on threshold), the terminal device (for example, UE1 in FIG. 2C) determines that the
carrier resource used for random access includes a non-SUL resource (for example, a 3.5 GHz carrier resource shown
in FIG. 2C); or if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding
to the first SSB (for example, an SUL selection threshold in FIG. 2C), the terminal device (for example, UE2 in FIG. 2C)
determines that the carrier resource used for random access includes one (for example, a 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource or
a 1.8 GHz SUL2 resource shown in FIG. 2C) of the N1 first SUL resources. The following embodiment of this application
describes a possible implementation in which the terminal device determines the carrier-resource used for random
access from the N1 first SUL resources.
[0140] For example, the terminal device may determine, based on the access priority information, that the carrier
resource used for random access includes a second SUL resource (for example, the 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource in FIG.
2C) in the N1 first SUL resources. The access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N1
first SUL resources, and an access priority of the second SUL resource is higher than a priority of a first SUL resource
(for example, the 1.8 GHz SUL2 resource in FIG. 2C) of the N1 first SUL resources other than the second SUL resource.
For example, alternatively, the terminal device may randomly select one SUL resource from the N1 first SUL resources
as the carrier resource used for random access. For example, if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less
than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB (for example, the SUL selection threshold in FIG. 2C),
the terminal device may randomly select the 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource or the 1.8 GHz SUL2 resource. For example, the
terminal device may alternatively select, based on a capability of the terminal device (a carrier resource supported by
the terminal device), one SUL resource from the N1 first SUL resources as the carrier resource used for random access.
[0141] Certainly, the terminal device may alternatively determine the carrier resource used for random access from
the N1 first SUL resources in another manner. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0142] In another possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N2 first SUL resources cor-
responding to the first SSB and N3 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N2 and N3 are
integers greater than or equal to 2 (optionally, N2 is greater than or equal to N3), and one of the N2 first SUL resources
is corresponding to one of the N3 SUL selection thresholds (optionally, one of the N2 first SUL resources may be
corresponding to one different SUL selection threshold of the N3 SUL selection thresholds, or some of the N2 first SUL
resources may be corresponding to one of the N3 SUL selection thresholds), the terminal device may determine a third
SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources based on the access priority information, where the access priority
information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N2 first SUL resources, and an access priority of the third
SUL resource is higher than a priority of an SUL resource of the N2 first SUL resources other than the third SUL resource.
Alternatively, the terminal device may select, based on a capability of the terminal device (a carrier resource supported
by the terminal device), one SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources as the third SUL resource. Certainly, the
terminal device may alternatively select the third SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources in another manner. This
is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0143] Further, the terminal device determines, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and an
SUL selection threshold corresponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access, where
the carrier resource includes the third SUL resource or includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB.
Optionally, if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource;
or if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the third
SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the third SUL resource.
[0144] In another possible implementation, if the SUL configuration information includes N4 first SUL resources cor-
responding to the first SSB and N4 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N4 is an integer
greater than or equal to 2, and one of the N4 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N4 SUL selection
thresholds (in other words, one of the N4 first SUL resources may be corresponding to one of the N4 SUL selection
thresholds, where SUL selection thresholds corresponding to different first SUL resources may be the same or may be
different, and this is not limited in this application), the terminal device may determine, based on an SUL selection
threshold of the N4 SUL selection thresholds that is closest to the downlink measurement value of the first SSB, the
carrier resource used for random access.
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[0145] Optionally, if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to a fourth SUL resource and is greater than or equal to a selection threshold corresponding to a fifth SUL
resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the fourth SUL resource, where the fourth SUL resource
and the fifth SUL resource are included in the N4 first SUL resources (optionally, the SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to the fourth SUL resource or the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the fifth SUL resource is any value
between a smallest value and a largest value of the N4 SUL selection thresholds);

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a sixth
SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the sixth SUL resource, where the SUL selection
threshold corresponding to the sixth SUL resource is a smallest value of the N4 SUL selection thresholds; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to an SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to a seventh SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource,
where the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the seventh SUL resource is a largest value of the N4 SUL
selection thresholds.

[0146] For example, "the terminal device may determine, based on an SUL selection threshold of the N4 SUL selection
thresholds that is closest to the downlink measurement value of the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random
access" may be alternatively described as follows:
The terminal device may group the N4 SUL selection thresholds into at least three SUL selection threshold intervals
based on an order of the N4 SUL selection thresholds. For example, it is assumed that N4 is equal to 3, that an SUL
selection threshold 1 is greater than an SUL selection threshold 2, and that the SUL selection threshold 2 is greater than
an SUL selection threshold 3 (where one SUL selection threshold is corresponding to one of three first SUL resources).
In this case, the terminal device may group the three SUL selection thresholds into (smaller value, SUL selection threshold
3), [SUL selection threshold 3, SUL selection threshold 2), [SUL selection threshold 2, SUL selection threshold 1), and
[SUL selection threshold 1, larger value).
[0147] Further, the carrier resource used for initiating random access is determined based on a target SUL selection
threshold interval to which the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs. Optionally, if an upper limit of the
target SUL selection threshold interval belongs to any of the N4 SUL selection thresholds, it is determined that the carrier
resource used for random access includes a first SUL resource corresponding to the upper limit. For example, assuming
that the target SUL selection threshold is [SUL selection threshold 2, SUL selection threshold 1), it is determined that
the carrier resource used for random access includes the first SUL resource corresponding to the upper limit (for example,
the SUL selection threshold 1). Alternatively, if the target SUL selection threshold interval has no upper limit, it is deter-
mined that the carrier resource used for initiating random access includes a non-SUL resource. For example, assuming
that the target SUL selection threshold is [SUL selection threshold 1, larger value), it is determined that the carrier
resource used for initiating random access includes the non-SUL resource.
[0148] Optionally, if the SUL configuration information includes N4 first SUL resources corresponding to the first SSB
and N4 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, where N4 is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and
one of the N4 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N4 SUL selection thresholds, the terminal device may
further determine, based on a capability of the terminal device (a carrier resource supported by the terminal device) and
an SUL selection threshold of some or all of the N4 SUL selection thresholds that is closest to the downlink measurement
value of the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access.
[0149] As shown in FIG. 2D, it is assumed that N4 is equal to 2, and that an SUL selection threshold 1 (the SUL
selection threshold 1 is corresponding to a 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource) is greater than a SUL selection threshold 2 (the
SUL selection threshold 2 is corresponding to an 800 MHz SUL2 resource, and the SUL selection threshold 2 is greater
than a camp-on threshold). In this case, the terminal device may group the two SUL selection thresholds into (smaller
value (that is, a value less than the SUL selection threshold 2), SUL selection threshold 2), [SUL selection threshold 2,
SUL selection threshold 1), and [SUL selection threshold 1, larger value (that is, a value greater than the SUL selection
threshold 1)).
[0150] Optionally, (1) if the terminal device supports the 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource and the 800 MHz SUL2 resource,
the terminal device determines, depending on whether the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs to
(smaller value, SUL selection threshold 2), [SUL selection threshold 2, SUL selection threshold 1), or [SUL selection
threshold 1, larger value), the carrier resource for initiating random access. If the downlink measurement value of the
first SSB belongs to (smaller value, SUL selection threshold 2), the carrier resource for initiating random access by the
terminal device (for example, UE3 shown in FIG. 2D) includes the 800 MHz SUL2 resource corresponding to the SUL
selection threshold 2. If the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs to [SUL selection threshold 2, SUL
selection threshold 1), the carrier resource for initiating random access by the terminal device (for example, UE2 shown
in FIG. 2D) includes the 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource. If the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs to [SUL
selection threshold 1, larger value), the carrier resource for initiating random access by the terminal device (for example,
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UE1 shown in FIG. 2D) includes a non-SUL resource (a 3.5 GHz resource).

(2) If the terminal device supports the 1.8 GHz SUL 1 resource but does not support the 800 MHz SUL2 resource,
the terminal device determines, depending on whether the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs
to [SUL selection threshold 2, SUL selection threshold 1) or [SUL selection threshold 1, larger value), the carrier
resource for initiating random access. If the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs to [SUL selection
threshold 2, SUL selection threshold 1), the carrier resource for initiating random access by the terminal device (for
example, the UE2 shown in FIG. 2D) includes the 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource. If the downlink measurement value of
the first SSB belongs to [SUL selection threshold 1, larger value), the carrier resource for initiating random access
by the terminal device (for example, the UE1 shown in FIG. 2D) includes a non-SUL resource (for example, the 3.5
GHz resource).
(3) If the terminal device supports the 800 MHz SUL2 resource but does not support the 1.8 GHz SUL1 resource,
the terminal device determines, depending on whether the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs
to (smaller value, SUL selection threshold 2) or [SUL selection threshold 2, larger value), the carrier resource for
initiating random access. If the downlink measurement value of the first SSB belongs to (smaller value, SUL selection
threshold 2), the carrier resource for initiating random access by the terminal device (for example, the UE3 shown
in FIG. 2D) includes the 800 MHz SUL2 resource corresponding to the SUL selection threshold 2. If the downlink
measurement value of the first SSB belongs to [SUL selection threshold 2, larger value), the carrier resource for
initiating random access by the terminal device (for example, the UE1 shown in FIG. 2D) includes a non-SUL
resource (for example, the 3.5 GHz resource).

[0151] Certainly, the terminal device may determine, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and
the at least one SUL selection threshold, the carrier resource used for random access in another possible implementation.
This is not limited in the embodiments of this application. Step S203: Perform random access on the determined carrier
resource.
[0152] In this step, the terminal device performs random access on the determined carrier resource. For a specific
random access procedure, refer to related content described in the foregoing embodiments of this application. Details
are not described again in the embodiments of this application.
[0153] In the embodiments of this application, the SUL configuration information is received, where the SUL configu-
ration information includes the at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and the at least one SUL selection
threshold that are corresponding to the first SSB. Further, the carrier resource used for random access may be determined
based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold, and random
access is performed on the determined carrier resource, where the carrier resource includes one of the at least one first
SUL resource or includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. It can be learned that, in the embodiments
of this application, an appropriate resource can be selected from the non-SUL resource and the at least one SUL resource
to perform random access, thereby improving random access efficiency of a communications system of LTE-NR cosite
deployment and/or LTE-NR non-cosite deployment.
[0154] In a wireless communications system, power control is performed to make powers of signals from different
terminal devices to a network device basically the same, so as to reduce mutual interference and improve system
performance. For example, it is assumed that, when the terminal device sends a PUSCH in a cell c or in a subframe i
on a carrier c, the terminal device determines a transmit power of the PUSCH (that is, a transmit power of an uplink
signal) according to the following formula: 

, where

PCMAX, c(i) represents a maximum transmit power of the terminal device in the cell c or in the subframe i on the carrier c;
MPUSCH,c(i) represents a quantity of RBs, in the cell c or in the subframe i on the carrier, that are allocated by the
network device to the terminal device;
PO_PUSCH,c represents an expected receive power of the network device, where PO_PUSCH,c = PO_UE_PUSCH,c +
PO_NOMINAL_PUSCH,c, PO_NOMINAL_PUSCH,c represents an expected PUSCH transmit power of the network device
in a case of normal demodulation, and PO_UE_PUSCH,c represents a power offset of the terminal device relative to
PO_NOMINAL_PUSCH,c, where PO_NOMINAL_PUSCH,c and PO_UE_PUSCH,c may be configured by the network device for
the terminal device by using signaling or may be preconfigured, which is not limited in this application;
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PLc represents a downlink path loss estimation value that is estimated by the terminal device based on a reference
signal on a downlink carrier, and is used to determine an uplink path loss estimation value in uplink carrier (the
uplink carrier may be an SUL resource or a non-SUL resource) transmission;
αc represents a path loss compensation factor configured by using higher layer signaling, and a value of αc ranges
from 0 to 1;
ΔTF,C(i) represents a power offset value of different modulation and coding scheme (modulation and coding scheme,
MCS) formats relative to a reference MCS format; and
fc(i) represents a PUSCH transmit power adjustment value of the terminal device, and is obtained by mapping
transmit power control (transmit power control, TPC) information in a PDCCH.

[0155] Considering that PLc is related to a distance d between the network device and the terminal device and a carrier
frequency fc for performing data transmission, generally, an uplink frequency is relatively close to a downlink frequency,
and an uplink path loss may be approximately equal to a downlink path loss. Therefore, the terminal device may estimate
PLc based on a transmit power of a downlink reference signal (for example, a CRS, an SSB, or a CSI-RS) broadcast
by the network device and a receive power of the terminal device side.
[0156] In the wireless communication scenario of LTE-NR cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1A, if the NR UE2 uses
a downlink resource on an NR carrier to perform downlink transmission with the network device 1, and uses an SUL
resource (optionally, the SUL resource may be a frequency-domain resource that is shared with uplink transmission on
an LTE carrier, and the SUL resource is used only for uplink transmission in NR) to perform uplink transmission with the
network device 1. Although an uplink distance from the NR UE2 to the network device 1 is equal to a downlink distance
from the network device 1 to the NR UE2, a gap between an uplink frequency and a downlink frequency is relatively
large. Therefore, an uplink path loss is unequal to a downlink path loss (optionally, a difference between the uplink path
loss and the downlink path loss is a value related to a ratio of an LTE carrier frequency to an NR carrier frequency, for
example, 20log10 (LTE carrier frequency/NR carrier frequency)). Optionally, a difference between the uplink path loss
and the downlink path loss is compensated for by configuring PO_UE_PUSCH,c in PO_PUSCH,c (for example, a difference
between PO_UE_PUSCH,c of an SUL resource and PO_UE_PUSCH of a non-SUL resource is 20log10 (LTE carrier frequen-
cy/NR carrier frequency)), so that the terminal device can still use PLc to calculate a transmit power of the SUL resource.
[0157] In the wireless communication scenario of LTE-NR non-cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1B, if the NR UE4
uses a downlink resource on an NR carrier to perform downlink transmission with the network device 2, and uses an
SUL resource (optionally, the SUL resource may share a same frequency-domain resource with an uplink resource on
an LTE carrier, and the SUL resource is used to perform only uplink transmission in NR) to perform uplink transmission
with the network device 3, an uplink distance from the NR UE4 to the network device 2 is unequal to a downlink distance
from the NR UE4 to the network device 3, and a gap between an uplink frequency and a downlink frequency is relatively
large. It can be learned that the terminal device cannot accurately estimate an uplink path loss between the NR UE4
and the network device 3 based on PLc between the network device 2 and the NR UE4. Therefore, how the terminal
device accurately estimates the uplink path loss between the NR UE4 and the network device 3 (or how the terminal
device estimates an uplink path loss when using a non-cosite SUL resource, so as to determine a transmit power of an
uplink signal) needs an urgent solution.
[0158] FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of a random access method according to another embodiment of this application.
Based on the foregoing embodiment, if the carrier resource used for random access determined in step S202 includes
one of the at least one first SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. In the embodiments of this application, a
possible implementation of determining an uplink transmit power for performing random access based on a carrier
resource is described.
[0159] The method may be further used for determining an uplink transmit power of the terminal device for transmitting
another uplink signal or an uplink channel on the first SUL resource. As shown in FIG. 3, the method in the embodiments
of this application may include the following steps.
[0160] Step S301: Receive a downlink reference signal based on configuration information of the downlink reference
signal corresponding to a first SUL resource.
[0161] In this step, a terminal device (for example, the NR UE4 shown in FIG. 1B) may receive, on a corresponding
downlink resource based on the configuration information of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first
SUL resource, a downlink reference signal that is sent by a third network device (for example, the network device 3
shown in FIG. 1B). The configuration information of the downlink reference signal may be used to indicate at least one
of the following: location information of a downlink resource of the downlink reference signal, transmit power information
corresponding to the downlink reference signal, PCID information corresponding to a carrier on which the downlink
reference signal is located, and information about a path loss adjustment value caused by a frequency-domain deviation
between the downlink reference signal and an SUL resource.
[0162] Step S302: Determine an uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value of the downlink
reference signal, where the uplink transmit power is used for performing random access. In this step, for example, the
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terminal device may determine downlink path loss information (for example, information about a downlink path loss from
the network device 3 to the NR UE4 shown in FIG. 1B) based on the downlink measurement value of the downlink
reference signal and the transmit power information of the downlink reference signal. Considering that a downlink distance
from the network device 3 to the NR UE4 is approximately equal to an uplink distance from the NR UE4 to the network
device 3, and that a downlink frequency of the network device 3 is relatively close to an uplink frequency of the NR UE4
or the downlink frequency and the uplink frequency are at one frequency band, a downlink path loss from the network
device 3 to the NR UE4 may be approximately equal to an uplink path loss from the NR UE4 to the network device 3,
and the terminal device determines, based on the transmit power information of the downlink reference signal and the
measurement value of the downlink reference signal, the downlink path loss from the network device 3 to the NR UE4.
Further, the terminal device may determine, based on the downlink path loss information (for example, PLc), the uplink
transmit power used for performing random access, so as to perform random access to the network device (that is, a
network device that sends the downlink reference signal, for example, the network device 3 shown in FIG. 1B) based
on the uplink transmit power. Optionally, the terminal device may further more accurately estimate, based on the downlink
path loss from the network device 3 to the NR UE4 and a path loss adjustment value caused by a deviation between a
frequency of a downlink reference signal and an SUL frequency, the uplink path loss from the terminal device NR UE4
to the network device 3. Optionally, for a manner of determining the uplink transmit power based on the downlink path
loss information, refer to related content of "determining a PUSCH transmit power" in the foregoing embodiment of this
application. Details are not described herein again. Optionally, the method for determining the uplink transmit power of
the terminal device on the first SUL resource may be further used for another uplink signal or uplink channel of the first
SUL resource, for example, a PUSCH channel, a PUCCH channel, or an SRS channel. This is not limited in this application.
[0163] Optionally, the downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal may be obtained by the terminal
device by performing downlink measurement on a downlink reference signal (for example, a CRS, an SSB, or a CSI-
RS) sent by the third network device. Certainly, the downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal may
be alternatively measured in another manner. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0164] In the embodiments of this application, the downlink reference signal is received based on the configuration
information of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource, and the uplink transmit power used
for performing random access is determined based on the downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal,
so as to perform, based on the uplink transmit power, random access to a network device that sends the downlink
reference signal. It can be learned that, in the embodiments of this application, the uplink transmit power is determined
based on the downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal that is sent by a target network device of
random access or the third network device specified by a target network device, so that the uplink transmit power can
be accurately determined. This further improves random access efficiency of a communications system, and also reduces
inter-cell interference.
[0165] The methods in FIG. 2A and FIG. 3 may be used together or independently. This is not limited in this application.
[0166] FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a random access method according to another embodiment of this application.
Based on the foregoing embodiments, this embodiment of this application describes the method on a network device
side. As shown in FIG. 4, the method in the embodiments of this application may include the following steps.
[0167] Step S401: Send SUL configuration information.
[0168] In this step, a network device (for example, a first network device) sends the SUL configuration information to
a terminal device (for example, an NR terminal that supports uplink sharing), so that the terminal device can determine,
based on the SUL configuration information, a carrier resource used for random access. Optionally, the SUL configuration
information may include at least one first SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding
to a first SSB. The carrier resource may include one of the at least one first SUL resource or include a non-SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB. Certainly, the SUL configuration information may further include other information. For
details, refer to related content in step S201. Details are not described herein again.
[0169] Specifically, for a manner of determining, by the terminal device based on the SUL configuration information,
the carrier resource used for random access, refer to related content in step S202. Details are not described herein again.
[0170] Optionally, the SUL configuration information in the embodiments of this application may be carried in a SIB
or RMSI, or certainly, may be carried in another message. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0171] Step S402: Receive a random access preamble on the determined carrier resource.
[0172] In this embodiment, after determining, based on the at least one SUL selection threshold in the SUL configuration
information, the carrier resource used for random access, the terminal device performs random access (for example,
including sending the random access preamble) on the determined carrier resource. In this step, the network device
receives, on the determined carrier resource, the random access preamble sent by the terminal device, and performs
other processing of random access. For a specific random access procedure, refer to related content described in the
foregoing embodiments of this application. Details are not described again in the embodiments of this application.
[0173] In the embodiments of this application, the network device sends the SUL configuration information (including
the at least one first SUL resource and the at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to the first SSB),
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so that the terminal device determines, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one
SUL selection threshold in the SUL configuration information, the carrier resource used for random access, and performs
random access on the determined carrier resource, where the carrier resource includes the one of the at least one first
SUL resource or the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB. Further, the network device receives, on the
determined carrier resource, the random access preamble sent by the terminal device. It can be learned that, in the
embodiments of this application, the terminal device can select an appropriate resource from the non-SUL resource and
the at least one SUL resource to perform random access, thereby improving random access efficiency of a communi-
cations system of LTE-NR cosite deployment and/or LTE-NR non-cosite deployment. FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of
an association relationship between an SSB and an SUL resource according to an embodiment of this application. Based
on the foregoing embodiment, this embodiment of this application describes a random access procedure by using an
example. A random access method provided in the embodiments of this application may include the following steps.
[0174] Step S501: A terminal device receives a first message sent by a first network device.
[0175] In this step, the first message may include SUL configuration information and configuration information of a
non-SUL resource. The configuration information of the non-SUL resource may include: frequency-domain information
and common configuration information of the non-SUL resource. Specifically, for the frequency-domain information of
the non-SUL resource, reference may be made to related content of the frequency-domain information of the uplink
resource in the foregoing embodiment, and details are not described herein again; and/or for the common configuration
information of the non-SUL resource, reference may be made to related content of the common configuration information
of the uplink resource in the foregoing embodiment, and details are not described herein again. For a specific imple-
mentation of the SUL configuration information, refer to related content of the SUL configuration information in the
foregoing embodiment. Details are not described herein again.
[0176] Optionally, the SUL configuration information and the configuration information of the non-SUL resource may
be respectively carried in two different messages (for example, the SUL configuration information is carried in a second
message, and the configuration information of the non-SUL resource is carried in a third message) for sending. This is
not limited in the embodiments of this application. Optionally, the first message, the second message, the third message,
and/or the like in the embodiments of this application may be a system broadcast message such as a radio resource
control (radio resource control, RRC) message.
[0177] Step S502: The terminal device determines, based on the first message, a carrier resource used for random
access, and may further determine, based on the first message, an uplink transmit power for performing random access.
[0178] For example, with reference to FIG. 5, it is assumed that the SUL configuration information includes SSBO to
SSB7, and an SUL resource corresponding to at least one SSB. For example, SSBO to SSB4 are corresponding to an
SUL1 resource, and SSB5 to SSB7 are corresponding to an SUL2 resource.
[0179] In this step, the terminal device selects a first SSB (for example, the SSBO) from a plurality of received SSBs,
and determines, based on a downlink measurement value of the SSBO and an SUL selection threshold carried in the
SUL configuration information (or a preset SUL selection threshold), a carrier resource used for random access. Op-
tionally, if the downlink measurement value of the SSBO is less than the SUL selection threshold, the terminal device
determines that the carrier resource used for random access includes the SUL1 resource corresponding to the SSBO;
or if the downlink measurement value of the SSBO is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold, the terminal
device determines that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource.
[0180] Optionally, if determining that the carrier resource used for random access includes the SUL1 resource corre-
sponding to the SSBO, the terminal device may receive, based on configuration information, carried in the SUL config-
uration information, of a downlink reference signal corresponding to the SUL1 resource, the downlink reference signal
sent by a third network device, and may accurately determine an uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement
value of the downlink reference signal.
[0181] Optionally, if determining that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource, the
terminal device may directly determine the uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value of the first
SSB and transmit power information of the first SSB.
[0182] Optionally, in step S503, the terminal device sends a random access preamble to the first network device based
on the uplink transmit power.
[0183] In this step, the terminal device may select a target random access preamble from a plurality of random access
preambles carried in the first message, and send the target random access preamble to the first network device on the
determined carrier resource based on the uplink transmit power. Optionally, in step S504, the first network device sends
a random access response to the terminal device.
[0184] In this step, the first network device may perform blind detection on the random access preamble on a PRACH,
and send a response RAR based on slot and frequency-domain locations of a carrier on which the blindly detected
random access preamble is located.
[0185] Optionally, to distinguish between different random access preambles used by different terminal devices in a
same slot and a same frequency-domain resource on a same carrier, a MAC-subheader of an RAR includes an RAPID.
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The terminal device continues to decode uplink grant information in the RAR only when the RAPID in the RAR is the
same as an identifier of the random access preamble sent by the terminal device in step S503.
[0186] Optionally, when a beam corresponding to one SSB is associated with a maximum of one SUL resource, to
identify that two terminal devices use a same random access preamble on different carriers, in different slots, on different
frequency-domain resources, or on beams corresponding to different SSBs, the first network device may use an RA-
RNTI related to a slot identity (Identity, ID), a frequency-domain resource ID, a carrier ID, to scramble a PDCCH, where
the PDCCH is used to transmit grant control information of an RAR. For example, a value of the carrier ID may be a first
preset value (for example, 0) or a second preset value (for example, 1). The carrier ID being the first preset value indicates
a non-SUL resource, and a carrier ID being the second preset value indicates an SUL resource.
[0187] Optionally, in step S505, the terminal device obtains the uplink grant information based on the detected RAR,
and sends an M3 message on the determined carrier resource (that is, the carrier resource on which the random access
preamble is sent in step S503).
[0188] Optionally, in step S506, the first network device detects, on the corresponding carrier resource, the M3 message
sent by the terminal device, and sends an M4 message to the terminal device, to complete RRC connection establishment.
[0189] Optionally, for specific implementations of steps in the embodiments of this application, refer to related content
of the "random access procedure" in the foregoing embodiment of this application. Details are not described herein again.
[0190] In conclusion, in the embodiments of this application, the terminal device determines, based on the first message,
the carrier resource used for random access and an accurate uplink transmit power, and performs random access on
the determined carrier resource based on the uplink transmit power, thereby improving random access efficiency of a
communications system.
[0191] Based on the foregoing embodiment, an embodiment of this application describes a random access procedure
by using an example. A random access method provided in the embodiments of this application may include the following
steps.
[0192] Step S601: A terminal device receives a fourth message sent by a first network device.
[0193] In this step, the fourth message may include SUL configuration information and configuration information of a
non-SUL resource. The configuration information of the non-SUL resource may include: frequency-domain information
and common configuration information of the non-SUL resource. Specifically, for the frequency-domain information of
the non-SUL resource, reference may be made to related content of the frequency-domain information of the uplink
resource in the foregoing embodiment, and details are not described herein again; and/or for the common configuration
information of the non-SUL resource, reference may be made to related content of the common configuration information
of the uplink resource in the foregoing embodiment, and details are not described herein again. For a specific imple-
mentation of the SUL configuration information, refer to related content of the SUL configuration information in the
foregoing embodiment. Details are not described herein again.
[0194] Optionally, the SUL configuration information and the configuration information of the non-SUL resource may
be respectively carried in two different messages (for example, the SUL configuration information is carried in a fifth
message, and the configuration information of the non-SUL resource is carried in a sixth message) for sending. This is
not limited in the embodiments of this application. Optionally, the fourth message, the fifth message, and/or the sixth
message in the embodiments of this application may be a system broadcast message such as an RRC message.
[0195] Step S602: The terminal device determines, based on the fourth message, a carrier resource used for random
access, and may further determine, based on the fourth message, an uplink transmit power for performing random access.
[0196] For example, with reference to FIG. 5, it is assumed that the SUL configuration information includes SSB0 to
SSB7, an SUL resource corresponding to at least one SSB, and access priority information. For example, SSB0 to SSB5
are corresponding to an SUL1 resource, SSB4 to SSB7 are corresponding to an SUL2 resource, the SUL1 resource of
a plurality of SUL resources corresponding to the SSB4 has a highest priority, and the SUL2 resource of a plurality of
SUL resources corresponding to the SSB5 has a highest priority.
[0197] In this step, the terminal device selects a first SSB (for example, the SSB5) from a plurality of received SSBs,
and determines, based on a downlink measurement value of the SSB5 and an SUL selection threshold carried in the
SUL configuration information (or a preset SUL selection threshold), the carrier resource used for random access. For
example, if the downlink measurement value of the SSB5 is less than the SUL selection threshold, the terminal device
determines that the carrier resource used for random access includes the SUL2 resource corresponding to the SSB5;
or if the downlink measurement value of the SSB5 is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold, the terminal
device determines that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource.
[0198] Optionally, if a power of a random access preamble in the random access procedure performed based on the
SUL2 resource reaches a preset maximum threshold or a quantity of transmissions reaches a preset maximum quantity
of transmissions of the random access preamble of the SUL2 resource, the terminal device may re-determine that the
carrier resource used for random access includes the SUL1 resource corresponding to the SSB5, instead of giving up
random access and performing cell selection.
[0199] Optionally, if a power of a random access preamble in the random access procedure performed based on the
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SUL1 resource reaches a preset maximum threshold or a quantity of transmissions reaches a preset maximum quantity
of transmissions of the random access preamble of the SUL 1 resource, the terminal device may re-determine that the
carrier resource used for random access includes a nonresource, instead of giving up random access and performing
cell selection.
[0200] Optionally, if determining that the carrier resource used for random access includes the SUL resource corre-
sponding to the SSB5 (for example, the SUL1 resource or the SUL2 resource), the terminal device may receive, based
on configuration information, carried in the SUL configuration information, of a downlink reference signal corresponding
to the SUL resource, the downlink reference signal sent by a third network device, and may accurately determine an
uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal.
[0201] Optionally, if determining that the carrier resource used for random access includes the non-SUL resource, the
terminal device may directly determine the uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value of the first
SSB and transmit power information of the first SSB.
[0202] Optionally, in step S603, the terminal device sends a random access preamble to the first network device based
on the uplink transmit power.
[0203] In this step, the terminal device may select a target random access preamble from a plurality of random access
preambles carried in the fourth message, and send the target random access preamble to the first network device on
the determined carrier resource based on the uplink transmit power.
[0204] Optionally, in step S604, the first network device sends a random access response to the terminal device.
[0205] In this step, the first network device may perform blind detection on the random access preamble on a PRACH,
and send a response RAR based on slot and frequency-domain locations of a carrier on which the blindly detected
random access preamble is located.
[0206] Optionally, to distinguish between different random access preambles used by different terminal devices in a
same slot and a same frequency-domain resource on a same carrier, a MAC-subheader of an RAR includes an RAPID.
The terminal device continues to decode uplink grant information in the RAR only when the RAPID in the RAR is the
same as an identifier of the random access preamble sent by the terminal device in step S603.
[0207] Optionally, when a beam corresponding to one SSB is associated with a maximum of one SUL resource, to
identify that two terminal devices use a same random access preamble on different carriers, in different slots, on different
frequency-domain resources, or on beams corresponding to different SSBs, the first network device may use an RA-
RNTI related to a slot ID, a frequency-domain resource ID, a carrier ID, to scramble a PDCCH, where the PDCCH is
used to transmit grant control information of an RAR. For example, a value of the carrier ID may be a first preset value
(for example, 0) or a second preset value (for example, 1). The carrier ID being the first preset value indicates a non-
SUL resource, and a carrier ID being the second preset value indicates an SUL resource.
[0208] Optionally, when a beam corresponding to one SSB is associated with a maximum of N (where N is an integer
greater than 1) SUL resources, to identify that two terminal devices use a same random access preamble on different
carriers, in different slots, on different frequency-domain resources, or on beams corresponding to different SSBs, the
first network device may use an RA-RNTI related to a slot ID, a frequency-domain resource ID, a carrier ID, to scramble
a PDCCH, where the PDCCH is used to transmit grant control information of an RAR. For example, a value of the carrier
ID may be a first preset value (for example, 0), a second preset value (for example, 1), a third preset value, ..., and an
(N+1)th preset value (for example, N). The carrier ID being the first preset value indicates a non-SUL resource, the carrier
ID being the second preset value indicates a first SUL resource associated with the beam corresponding to the SSB,
the carrier ID being the third preset value indicates a second SUL resource associated with the beam corresponding to
the SSB, ..., and by analogy, the carrier ID being the (N+1)th preset value indicates an (N+1)th SUL resource associated
with the beam corresponding to the SSB.
[0209] Optionally, in step S605, the terminal device obtains the uplink grant information based on the detected RAR,
and sends an M3 message on the determined carrier resource (that is, the carrier resource on which the random access
preamble is sent in step S603).
[0210] Step S606: The third network device detects, on the corresponding carrier resource, the M3 message sent by
the terminal device, and sends an M4 message to the terminal device, to complete RRC connection establishment.
[0211] Optionally, for specific implementations of steps in the embodiments of this application, refer to related content
of the "random access procedure" in the foregoing embodiment of this application. Details are not described herein again.
[0212] In conclusion, in the embodiments of this application, the terminal device determines, based on the fourth
message, the carrier resource used for random access and an accurate uplink transmit power, and performs random
access on the determined carrier resource based on the uplink transmit power, thereby improving random access
efficiency of a communications system.
[0213] In a random access method provided in another embodiment of this application, in the wireless communication
scenario of LTE-NR cosite deployment shown in FIG. 1C, a possible implementation of how a terminal device selects
an appropriate carrier resource to perform random access is described. Optionally, the method in the embodiments of
this application may include the following steps.
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[0214] Step S701: A terminal device receives SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information
may include at least one SUL resource, and a cell and a selection threshold that are corresponding to the at least one
SUL resource.
[0215] In this step, the terminal device receives the SUL configuration information sent by a network device. Optionally,
the SUL configuration information may include the at least one SUL resource, and the cell and the selection threshold
that are corresponding to the at least one SUL resource. Certainly, the SUL configuration information may further include
other information. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0216] For example, if the SUL configuration information includes at least two SUL resources, the at least two SUL
resources may be corresponding to one selection threshold, or the at least two SUL resources may be corresponding
to a plurality of selection thresholds (for example, the at least two SUL resources are corresponding to different selection
thresholds, or some of the at least two SUL resources may be corresponding to one selection threshold).
[0217] For example, one SUL resource may be corresponding to at least one cell (for example, an NR cell). Optionally,
when one SUL resource is corresponding to one cell (for example, a first cell), the SUL configuration information may
not include related information of another cell. When one SUL resource is corresponding to two cells (for example, a
first cell and a second cell), the SUL configuration information further includes related information of the second cell.
For example, SUL configuration information of an NR cell 1 (corresponding to the first cell) may include configuration
information of an SUL1 resource (for example, including a cell and/or a selection threshold that are corresponding to
the SUL1 resource) and configuration information of an SUL2 resource (for example, including a cell and/or a selection
threshold that are corresponding to the SUL2 resource). The SUL1 resource associated with the NR cell 1 is not associated
with an NR cell 2, and the SUL2 resource associated with the NR cell 1 is associated with the NR cell 2. In this case,
the configuration information of the SUL2 resource may further include related information of the NR cell 2 (corresponding
to the second cell). Optionally, the related information of the NR cell 2 may include but is not limited to reference signal
information of the NR cell 2 (for example, an SSB frequency-domain location of the NR cell 2, a physical cell ID, a
transmit power of an SSB, and/or a selection threshold corresponding to the NR cell 2).
[0218] Optionally, the SUL configuration information in the embodiments of this application may be carried in a SIB
or RMSI, or certainly, may be carried in another message. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0219] Step S702: The terminal device determines, based on a downlink measurement value of a current cell and a
downlink measurement value of a neighboring cell, a carrier resource used for random access.
[0220] In this step, the terminal device determines, based on the downlink measurement value of the current cell (for
example, the NR cell 1) and the downlink measurement value of the neighboring cell (for example, the NR cell 2), the
carrier resource used for random access. The carrier resource includes one SUL resource corresponding to the current
cell, one SUL resource corresponding to the neighboring cell, or a non-SUL resource corresponding to the current cell.
Optionally, the downlink measurement value may be a reference signal received power (Reference Signal Receiving
Power, RSRP), or certainly, may be another downlink measurement result. This is not limited in the embodiments of
this application.
[0221] Optionally, if the downlink measurement value of the current cell (for example, the NR cell 1) is less than a
selection threshold corresponding to the current cell, and the downlink measurement value of the neighboring cell (for
example, the NR cell 2) is less than a selection threshold corresponding to the neighboring cell, it is determined that the
carrier resource used for random access includes the one SUL resource (for example, the SUL1 resource) corresponding
to the current cell (for example, the NR cell 1).
[0222] Optionally, if the downlink measurement value of the current cell (for example, the NR cell 1) is less than a
selection threshold corresponding to the current cell, and the downlink measurement value of the neighboring cell (for
example, the NR cell 2) is greater than a selection threshold corresponding to the neighboring cell, it is determined that
the carrier resource used for random access includes the one SUL resource (for example, the SUL2 resource) corre-
sponding to the neighboring cell (for example, the NR cell 2).
[0223] Optionally, if the downlink measurement value of the current cell (for example, the NR cell 1) is greater than a
selection threshold corresponding to the current cell, it is determined that the carrier resource used for random access
includes the non-SUL resource corresponding to the current cell. Step S703: The terminal device performs random
access on the determined carrier resource.
[0224] In this step, the terminal device performs random access on the determined carrier resource. For a specific
random access procedure, refer to related content described in the foregoing embodiments of this application. Details
are not described again in the embodiments of this application.
[0225] In the embodiments of this application, the terminal device receives the SUL configuration information, where
the SUL configuration information may include the at least one SUL resource, and the cell and the selection threshold
that are corresponding to the at least one SUL resource. Further, the terminal device determines, based on the downlink
measurement value of the current cell and the downlink measurement value of the neighboring cell, the carrier resource
used for random access, and performs random access on the determined carrier resource, where the carrier resource
includes the one SUL resource corresponding to the current cell, the one SUL resource corresponding to the neighboring
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cell, and the non-SUL resource corresponding to the current cell. Therefore, in the embodiments of this application, in
a wireless communication scenario in which LTE coverage and NR coverage are not aligned, the terminal device can
still select an appropriate carrier resource to perform random access, thereby improving random access efficiency of a
communications system.
[0226] With an increasing quantity of terminal device users, user traffic and a data throughput constantly increase,
and a requirement for spectrum resources also constantly grows. However, radio spectrum resources are insufficient,
and it is difficult to find contiguous high bandwidth resources for mobile communication. Therefore, a CA technology is
introduced. To be specific, a plurality of contiguous or noncontiguous spectrum resources (for example, carriers) are
aggregated for use, to meet a requirement for a high bandwidth in mobile communication, and improve utilization of
scattered spectrums.
[0227] At present, in the CA technology, a terminal device can support aggregation of a plurality of carriers. When
carrier aggregation is performed in a plurality of serving cells, usually a primary serving cell or a primary component
carrier is configured for the terminal device, and a PUCCH resource is configured on an uplink carrier of the primary
component carrier, for users to jointly feed back ACKs/NACKs of downlink data of one serving cell or a plurality of
aggregated serving cells. When an excessively large quantity of serving cells are aggregated, a relatively large quantity
of bits of an acknowledgement (Acknowledgement, ACK)/negative acknowledgement (Negative-Acknowledgement,
NACK) need to be fed back on the PUCCH resource on the uplink carrier of the primary component carrier or the primary
serving cell. As a result, the PUCCH resource of the primary component carrier is congested. Therefore, two PUCCH
cell groups (for example, a primary PUCCH cell group and a secondary PUCCH cell group) are introduced to the CA
technology, where one PUCCH cell group includes one PUCCH resource, used to feed back an ACK/NACK of downlink
data of the cell group. Optionally, in a plurality of carriers or serving cells of carrier aggregation, PUCCH resources are
configured on uplink carriers of a maximum of two serving cells, where the uplink carriers include an uplink carrier of a
primary serving cell or a primary component carrier in the primary PUCCH cell group, and an uplink carrier of a secondary
component carrier or a secondary serving cell in the secondary PUCCH cell group.
[0228] For a serving cell including an SUL resource, the SUL resource is used to improve uplink coverage of the
terminal device. In addition, to increase a user throughput, a plurality of carriers may be configured for the terminal
device, to increase the user throughput by using the carrier aggregation technology.
[0229] For example, the serving cell including the SUL resource, configured for the terminal device, may be a serving
cell including a PUCCH resource in a PUCCH cell group (for example, the primary PUCCH cell group and/or the secondary
PUCCH cell group).
[0230] For example, the serving cell including the SUL resource may belong to a carrier (used by the terminal device
for transmitting a PUCCH resource) of an SUL resource or a non-SUL resource.
[0231] Certainly, the serving cell including the SUL resource may alternatively belong to another serving cell or a
carrier resource. This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0232] In the embodiments provided in this application, the methods provided in the embodiments of this application
are described from perspectives of the terminal device, the network device, and interaction between the network device
and the terminal device. To implement the functions in the methods provided in the embodiments of this application, the
network device and the terminal device may include a hardware structure and/or a software module, and implement the
functions by using the hardware structure, the software module, or a combination of the hardware structure and the
software module. Whether a function of the foregoing functions is executed by using the hardware structure, the software
module, or a combination of the hardware structure and the software structure depends on a specific application and a
design constraint of the technical solution.
[0233] An embodiment of this application provides an apparatus, to implement functions of the terminal device in the
foregoing methods. The apparatus may be a terminal device or an apparatus in a terminal device. FIG. 6 is a schematic
structural diagram of an apparatus according to an embodiment of this application. Referring to FIG. 6, the apparatus
includes: a first receiving module 601, a first determining module 602, and an access module 603. The first receiving
module 601 is configured to receive SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information includes
at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding
to a first SSB. The first determining module 602 is configured to determine, based on a downlink measurement value
of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold, a carrier resource used for random access, where the
carrier resource includes one of the at least one first SUL resource or includes a non-SUL resource corresponding to
the first SSB. The access module 603 is configured to perform random access on the determined carrier resource.
[0234] Specifically, the first receiving module 601, the first determining module 602, and the access module 603 can
execute corresponding functions executed by the terminal device in the foregoing random access method embodiments
of this application. Details are not described herein again.
[0235] In this apparatus embodiment of this application, the module division is an example, and is merely logical
function division and may be another division manner during actual implementation. In addition, functional modules in
the embodiments of this application may be integrated into one processor, or each of the functional modules may exist
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alone physically, or two or more modules may be integrated into one module. The integrated module may be implemented
in a form of hardware, or may be implemented in a form of a software functional module.
[0236] FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to another embodiment of this application.
As shown in FIG. 7, the apparatus 700 provided in the embodiments of this application is configured to implement
functions of the terminal device in the foregoing method. The apparatus may be a terminal device or an apparatus in a
terminal device. The apparatus may be a chip system. In the embodiments of this application, the chip system may
include a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device. The apparatus 700 includes at least one processor
720, configured to implement the functions of the terminal device in the random access method provided in the foregoing
embodiments of this application. For example, the processor 720 may receive SUL configuration information, determine,
based on a downlink measurement value of a first SSB and at least one SUL selection threshold, a carrier resource
used for random access, perform random access on the determined carrier resource, and the like. For details, refer to
specific descriptions in the method embodiments. Details are not described herein again.
[0237] The apparatus 700 may further include at least one memory 730, configured to store a program instruction
and/or data. The memory 730 is coupled to the processor 720. A coupling in the embodiments of this application is an
indirect coupling or a communication connection between apparatuses, units, or modules, and may be implemented in
electrical, mechanical, or other forms, to implement information exchange between the apparatuses, the units, or the
modules. The processor 720 may be in a collaborative operation with the memory 730. The processor 720 may invoke
and execute the program instruction stored in the memory 730.
[0238] The apparatus 700 may further include a communications interface 710, configured to perform communication
between the apparatus 700 and another apparatus. The communications interface 710 may be a circuit, a bus, a
transceiver, or another apparatus, and this is not limited in this application. For example, the communications interface
610 may be a transceiver, configured to perform communication with another apparatus through a transmission medium,
so that the apparatus 700 can perform communication with the another apparatus. For example, the another apparatus
may be a network device. The processor 720 sends and receives data and/or information by using the communications
interface 710, and is configured to implement corresponding functions executed by the terminal device in the foregoing
random access method embodiments of this application. During implementation, steps of a processing procedure may
be implemented by using an integrated logic circuit of hardware in the processor 720, or by using an instruction in a
software form.
[0239] This embodiment of this application does not limit a specific connection medium between the communications
interface 710, the processor 720, and the memory 730. In the embodiments of this application, in FIG. 7, the memory
730, the processor 720, and the communications interface 710 are connected by using a bus 740, and the bus is
represented by a bold line in FIG. 7. This is merely an example, and is not intended for limitation. There may be other
connection manners between the components. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control
bus, and the like. For ease of representation, only one bold line is used to represent the bus in FIG. 7, but this does not
mean that there is only one bus or only one type of bus.
[0240] An embodiment of this application further provides a chip system. The chip system includes a processor, and
may further include a memory. The chip system is configured to implement functions of the terminal device in the foregoing
random access method embodiments of this application. Implementation principles and technical effects are similar to
those in the method embodiments, and details are not described herein again. Optionally, the chip system may include
a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device.
[0241] An embodiment of this application further provides a program. When the program is executed by a processor,
the program is used to execute the technical solution about the terminal device in the foregoing random access method
embodiments of this application. Implementation principles and technical effects are similar to those in the method
embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0242] An embodiment of this application further provides a computer program product including an instruction. When
the computer program product is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to execute the technical solution about
the terminal device in the foregoing random access method embodiments of this application. Implementation principles
and technical effects are similar to those in the method embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0243] An embodiment of this application further provides a computer-readable storage medium. The computer-read-
able storage medium stores an instruction. When the instruction is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to execute
the technical solution about the terminal device in the foregoing random access method embodiments of this application.
Implementation principles and technical effects are similar to those in the method embodiments, and details are not
described herein again.
[0244] An embodiment of this application provides an apparatus, configured to implement functions of the network
device (for example, the first network device) in the foregoing methods. The apparatus may be a network device or an
apparatus in a network device. FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to another embodiment
of this application. As shown in FIG. 8, the apparatus includes a sending module 801 and a receiving module 802. The
sending module 801 is configured to send SUL configuration information, where the SUL configuration information
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includes at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corre-
sponding to a first SSB, the SUL configuration information is used to determine a carrier resource used for random
access, and the carrier resource includes one of the at least one first SUL resource or includes a non-SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB. The receiving module 802 is configured to receive a random access preamble on the
determined carrier resource.
[0245] Specifically, the sending module 801 and the receiving module 802 can execute corresponding functions ex-
ecuted by the network device in the foregoing random access method embodiments of this application. Details are not
described herein again.
[0246] In this apparatus embodiment of this application, the module division is an example, and is merely logical
function division and may be another division manner during actual implementation. In addition, functional modules in
the embodiments of this application may be integrated into one processor, or each of the functional modules may exist
alone physically, or two or more modules may be integrated into one module. The integrated module may be implemented
in a form of hardware, or may be implemented in a form of a software functional module.
[0247] FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus according to another embodiment of this application.
As shown in FIG. 9, the apparatus 900 provided in the embodiments of this application is configured to implement
functions of the network device (for example, the first network device) in the foregoing method. The apparatus may be
a network device or an apparatus in a network device. The apparatus may be a chip system. The apparatus 900 includes
at least one processor 920, configured to implement the functions of the network device in the random access method
provided in the foregoing embodiments of this application. For example, the processor 920 can generate and send SUL
configuration information, receive a random access preamble, and the like. For details, refer to specific descriptions in
the method examples. Details are not described herein again.
[0248] The apparatus 900 may further include at least one memory 930, configured to store a program instruction
and/or data. The memory 930 is coupled to the processor 920. A coupling in the embodiments of this application is an
indirect coupling or a communication connection between apparatuses, units, or modules, and may be implemented in
electrical, mechanical, or other forms, to implement information exchange between the apparatuses, the units, or the
modules. The processor 920 may be in a collaborative operation with the memory 930. The processor 920 may invoke
and execute the program instruction stored in the memory 930.
[0249] The apparatus 900 may further include a communications interface 910, configured to perform communication
between the apparatus 900 and another apparatus. The communications interface 910 may be a circuit, a bus, a
transceiver, or another apparatus, and this is not limited in this application. For example, the communications interface
910 may be a transceiver, configured to perform communication with another apparatus through a transmission medium,
so that the apparatus 900 can perform communication with the another apparatus. For example, the another apparatus
may be a terminal device. The processor 920 sends and receives data and/or information by using the communications
interface 910, and is configured to implement corresponding functions executed by the network device in the foregoing
random access method embodiments of this application. During implementation, steps of a processing procedure may
be implemented by using an integrated logic circuit of hardware in the processor 920, or by using an instruction in a
software form.
[0250] This embodiment of this application does not limit a specific connection medium between the communications
interface 910, the processor 920, and the memory 930. In the embodiments of this application, in FIG. 9, the memory
930, the processor 920, and the communications interface 910 are connected by using a bus 940, and the bus is
represented by a bold line in FIG. 9. This is merely an example, and is not intended for limitation. There may be other
connection manners between the components. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control
bus, and the like. For ease of representation, only one bold line is used to represent the bus in FIG. 9, but this does not
mean that there is only one bus or only one type of bus.
[0251] In the embodiments of this application, a processor may be a general-purpose processor, a digital signal
processor, an application-specific integrated circuit, a field programmable gate array or another programmable logic
device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device, or a discrete hardware component, and may implement or perform the
methods, steps, and logical block diagrams disclosed in the embodiments of this application. The general-purpose
processor may be a microprocessor, any conventional processor, or the like. The steps of the method disclosed with
reference to the embodiments of this application may be directly performed by a hardware processor, or may be performed
by using a combination of hardware in the processor and a software module.
[0252] In the embodiments of this application, the memory may be a non-volatile memory such as a hard disk drive
(hard disk drive, HDD), a solid-state drive (solid-state drive, SSD), or the like, or may be a volatile memory (volatile
memory) such as a random-access memory (random-access memory, RAM), or may be a circuit or any other apparatus
that can implement a storage function. The memory may alternatively be any other medium that can be used to carry
or store expected program code in a form of an instruction or a data structure and that can be accessible to a computer,
but is not limited thereto.
[0253] An embodiment of this application further provides a chip system. The chip system includes a processor, and
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may further include a memory. The chip system is configured to implement functions of the network device in the foregoing
random access method embodiments of this application. Implementation principles and technical effects are similar to
those in the method embodiments, and details are not described herein again. Optionally, the chip system may include
a chip, or may include a chip and another discrete device.
[0254] An embodiment of this application further provides a program. When the program is executed by a processor,
the program is used to execute the technical solution about the network device in the foregoing random access method
embodiments of this application. Implementation principles and technical effects are similar to those in the method
embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0255] An embodiment of this application further provides a computer program product including an instruction. When
the computer program product is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to execute the technical solution about
the network device in the foregoing random access method embodiments of this application. Implementation principles
and technical effects are similar to those in the method embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0256] An embodiment of this application further provides a computer-readable storage medium. The computer-read-
able storage medium stores an instruction. When the instruction is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to execute
the technical solution about the network device in the foregoing random access method embodiments of this application.
Implementation principles and technical effects are similar to those in the method embodiments, and details are not
described herein again. An embodiment of this application further provides a communications system. The communi-
cations system includes at least one network device and at least one terminal device. The terminal device may use a
structure in the apparatus embodiment shown in FIG. 6 and/or FIG. 7, and correspondingly, can execute the technical
solutions provided in the foregoing random access method embodiments. The network device may use a structure in
the apparatus embodiment shown in FIG. 8 and/or FIG. 9, and correspondingly, can execute the technical solutions
provided in the foregoing random access method embodiments. Implementation principles and technical effects are
similar to those in the method embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0257] In the several embodiments provided in this application, it should be understood that the disclosed apparatus
and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the described apparatus embodiment is merely an
example. For example, the unit division is merely logical function division and may be other division in an actual imple-
mentation. For example, a plurality of units or components may be combined or integrated into another system, or some
features may be ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings
or communication connections may be indirect couplings or communication connections through some interfaces, ap-
paratuses, or units, and may be implemented in electrical, mechanical, or other forms.
[0258] The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as units
may or may not be physical units, may be located in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of network units.
Some or all of the units may be selected based on actual requirements to achieve the objectives of the solutions of the
embodiments.
[0259] In addition, functional units in the embodiments of this application may be integrated into one processing unit,
or each of the units may exist alone physically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit. The integrated unit may
be implemented in a form of hardware, or may be implemented by using a combination of hardware and a software
functional unit.
[0260] A person of ordinary skill in the art may understand that sequence numbers of the foregoing processes do not
mean execution sequences in various embodiments of this application. The execution sequences of the processes
should be determined according to functions and internal logic of the processes, and should not be construed as any
limitation on the implementation processes of the embodiments of this application.
[0261] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination thereof. When software is used to implement the embodiments, the embodiments may be implemented
completely or partially in a form of a computer program product. The computer program product includes one or more
computer instructions. When the computer program instructions are loaded and executed on a computer, the procedure
or functions according to the embodiments of this application are all or partially generated. The computer may be a
general-purpose computer, a special-purpose computer, a computer network, a network device, a terminal device, or
another programmable apparatus. The computer instructions may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium
or may be transmitted from a computer-readable storage medium to another computer-readable storage medium. For
example, the computer instructions may be transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data center to another
website, computer, server, or data center in a wired (for example, through a coaxial cable, an optical fiber, or a digital
subscriber line (DSL)) or wireless (for example, infrared, radio, or microwave) manner. The computer-readable storage
medium may be any usable medium accessible to a computer, or a data storage device, such as a server or a data
center, integrating one or more usable media. The usable medium may be a magnetic medium (for example, a floppy
disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an optical medium (for example, a DVD), a semiconductor medium (for example,
a solid-state drive Solid State Disk (SSD)), or the like.
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Claims

1. A random access method, comprising:

receiving SUL configuration information, wherein the SUL configuration information comprises at least one first
supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first
SSB;
determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection
threshold, a carrier resource used for random access, wherein the carrier resource comprises one of the at
least one first SUL resource or comprises a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
performing random access on the determined carrier resource.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises one first SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, the determining,
based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection threshold, a carrier
resource used for random access comprises:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding
to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the one first SUL resource corresponding
to the first SSB.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises N1 first SUL resources
corresponding to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, wherein N1 is an
integer greater than or equal to 2,
the determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection
threshold, a carrier resource used for random access comprises:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding
to the first SSB, determining, based on access priority information, that the carrier resource used for random
access comprises a second SUL resource in the N1 first SUL resources, wherein
the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N1 first SUL resources, and
an access priority of the second SUL resource is higher than a priority of a first SUL resource of the N1 first
SUL resources other than the second SUL resource.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises N2 first SUL resources
corresponding to the first SSB and N3 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, wherein N2 and N3
are integers greater than or equal to 2, and one of the N2 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N3
SUL selection thresholds,
the determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection
threshold, a carrier resource used for random access comprises:

determining a third SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources based on access priority information, wherein
the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N2 first SUL resources, and
an access priority of the third SUL resource is higher than a priority of an SUL resource of the N2 first SUL
resources other than the third SUL resource; and
determining, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and an SUL selection threshold cor-
responding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access, wherein the carrier resource
comprises the third SUL resource or comprises the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the determining, based on the downlink measurement value of the first
SSB and an SUL selection threshold corresponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random
access comprises:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold
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corresponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-SUL
resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the third SUL resource.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises N4 first SUL resources
corresponding to the first SSB and N4 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, wherein N4 is an
integer greater than or equal to 2, and one of the N4 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N4 SUL
selection thresholds,
the determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection
threshold, a carrier resource used for random access comprises:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a
fourth SUL resource and is greater than or equal to a selection threshold corresponding to a fifth SUL resource,
the carrier resource used for random access comprises the fourth SUL resource, wherein the fourth SUL resource
and the fifth SUL resource are comprised in the N4 first SUL resources;
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a
sixth SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the sixth SUL resource, wherein
the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the sixth SUL resource is a smallest value of the N4 SUL selection
thresholds; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to an SUL selection threshold
corresponding to a seventh SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-
SUL resource, wherein the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the seventh SUL resource is a largest
value of the N4 SUL selection thresholds.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein if the carrier resource used for random access comprises
the one of the at least one first SUL resource, the method further comprises:

receiving a downlink reference signal based on configuration information of the downlink reference signal cor-
responding to the first SUL resource; and
determining an uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value of the downlink reference signal,
wherein the uplink transmit power is used for performing random access.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the SUL configuration information further comprises the configuration
information of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource.

9. A random access method, comprising:

sending SUL configuration information, wherein the SUL configuration information comprises at least one first
supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection threshold that are corresponding to a first
SSB, the SUL configuration information is used to determine a carrier resource used for random access, and
the carrier resource comprises one of the at least one first SUL resource or comprises a non-SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB; and
receiving a random access preamble on the determined carrier resource.

10. An apparatus, comprising a processor and a memory, wherein
the memory is configured to store a program instruction; and
the processor is configured to invoke and execute the program instruction stored in the memory, to implement the
method according to any one of claims 1 to 8.

11. An apparatus, comprising a processor, a memory, and a communications interface, wherein
the memory is configured to store an instruction; and
the processor is configured to execute the instruction stored in the memory, to implement the following operations:

receiving SUL configuration information by using the communications interface, wherein the SUL configuration
information comprises at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection
threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB;
determining, based on a downlink measurement value of the first SSB and the at least one SUL selection
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threshold, a carrier resource used for random access, wherein the carrier resource comprises one of the at
least one first SUL resource or comprises a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
performing random access on the determined carrier resource by using the communications interface.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises one first SUL resource
corresponding to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, the processor is
specifically configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding
to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the one first SUL resource corresponding
to the first SSB.

13. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises N1 first SUL resources
corresponding to the first SSB and one SUL selection threshold corresponding to the first SSB, wherein N1 is an
integer greater than or equal to 2, the processor is specifically configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the one SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the first SSB, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-SUL resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the one SUL selection threshold corresponding
to the first SSB, determine, based on access priority information, that the carrier resource used for random
access comprises a second SUL resource in the N1 first SUL resources, wherein
the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N1 first SUL resources, and
an access priority of the second SUL resource is higher than a priority of a first SUL resource of the N1 first
SUL resources other than the second SUL resource.

14. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises N2 first SUL resources
corresponding to the first SSB and N3 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, wherein N2 and N3
are integers greater than or equal to 2, and one of the N2 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N3
SUL selection thresholds, the processor is specifically configured to:

determine a third SUL resource from the N2 first SUL resources based on access priority information, wherein
the access priority information is used to indicate an access priority order of the N2 first SUL resources, and
an access priority of the third SUL resource is higher than a priority of an SUL resource of the N2 first SUL
resources other than the third SUL resource; and
determine, based on the downlink measurement value of the first SSB and an SUL selection threshold corre-
sponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access, wherein the carrier resource
comprises the third SUL resource or comprises the non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the processor is specifically configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to the SUL selection threshold
corresponding to the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-SUL
resource; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than the SUL selection threshold corresponding to
the third SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the third SUL resource.

16. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein if the SUL configuration information comprises N4 first SUL resources
corresponding to the first SSB and N4 SUL selection thresholds corresponding to the first SSB, wherein N4 is an
integer greater than or equal to 2, and one of the N4 first SUL resources is corresponding to one of the N4 SUL
selection thresholds, the processor is specifically configured to:

if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a
fourth SUL resource and is greater than or equal to a selection threshold corresponding to a fifth SUL resource,
the carrier resource used for random access comprises the fourth SUL resource, wherein the fourth SUL resource
and the fifth SUL resource are comprised in the N4 first SUL resources;
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is less than an SUL selection threshold corresponding to a
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sixth SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the sixth SUL resource, wherein
the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the sixth SUL resource is a smallest value of the N4 SUL selection
thresholds; or
if the downlink measurement value of the first SSB is greater than or equal to an SUL selection threshold
corresponding to a seventh SUL resource, the carrier resource used for random access comprises the non-
SUL resource, wherein the SUL selection threshold corresponding to the seventh SUL resource is a largest
value of the N4 SUL selection thresholds.

17. The apparatus according to any one of claims 11 to 16, wherein if the carrier resource used for random access
comprises the one of the at least one first SUL resource, the processor is further configured to receive, by using the
communications interface, a downlink reference signal based on configuration information of the downlink reference
signal corresponding to the first SUL resource; and
the processor is further configured to determine an uplink transmit power based on a downlink measurement value
of the downlink reference signal, wherein the uplink transmit power is used for performing random access.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the SUL configuration information further comprises the configuration
information of the downlink reference signal corresponding to the first SUL resource.

19. An apparatus, configured to implement the method according to any one of claims 1 to 8.

20. An apparatus, comprising a processor and a memory, wherein
the memory is configured to store a program instruction; and
the processor is configured to invoke and execute the program instruction stored in the memory, to implement the
method according to claim 9.

21. An apparatus, comprising a processor, a memory, and a communications interface, wherein
the memory is configured to store an instruction; and
the processor is configured to execute the instruction stored in the memory, to implement the following operations:

sending SUL configuration information by using the communications interface, wherein the SUL configuration
information comprises at least one first supplementary uplink SUL resource and at least one SUL selection
threshold that are corresponding to a first SSB, the SUL configuration information is used to determine a carrier
resource used for random access, and the carrier resource comprises one of the at least one first SUL resource
or comprises a non-SUL resource corresponding to the first SSB; and
receiving a random access preamble on the determined carrier resource by using the communications interface.

22. An apparatus, configured to implement the method according to claim 9.

23. A communications system, comprising the apparatus according to any one of claims 10 to 19 and the apparatus
according to any one of claims 20 to 22.

24. A computer-readable storage medium, comprising an instruction, wherein when the instruction is run on a computer,
the computer is enabled to perform the method according to any one of claims 1 to 9.
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